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GLOSS^ARY

Boipelego:

Botswana :

Batswana :

rnitiation
school-s :

Kgotla :

l"fma :

Motswana :

Ra:

Setswana :

Relates to people doing community or group
project which does not necessarily have
direct and immediate returns accruing to
them. It has the connotation of the community
striving for self-reliance, and is associated
with voluntarisn.

The country of Botswana

Citizens of Botswana (plura1)

Traditional institutions where young men and
$tomen of the same age groups hrere ushered
into rrthe world oftr adulthood. Arnong other
things, their roles as men and womeñ were
clarified. Rituals which woutd foster and
sustain among them esprit de corps vrere
performed. fnitiation school for men was
Bogwera and the one for women was BojaTe.

À tradiÈional meeting p1ace. It is led by the
chief and tribal decision making takes place
in a kgotta.

À title name for women; e.g. lfina-Boipelego
refers to a female social- worker

Citizen of Botswana (singular)

À title name for men; e.g. Ra-Boipelego
refers to a mal-e social worker

An official language of Botswana besides
English (Setswana is wídely spoken in the
country, but there are other languages too)
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ABSTRÀCT

The emergence and development of social work in the
Third worrd countries has been influenced by the practice
methods and theoretical knowledge which originated from the
developed countries of the west. The infruence vras exerted
during the colonial era and continued after independence
through consultancy work and western styte social- work
education. The social werfare poricies arso derive prirnarily
from the developed countries. western sociaÌ work practice
and theory ernphasÍze individuar maradjustment of the
crients; sociar welfare policies are infruenced by this
philosophy. Due to the'wholesare adoption of social werfare
policies, sociar work practice meÈhods and the western
content of sociar work education, there is a rack of fit
between these and the practice realities in the Third worl_d.

The purpose of this research is to investigate and
explain the existence of the gap between social work
education and practice in Botswana, To achieve this goal,
the Department of social and community DeveÌopment (s&cD),
the main enployer of social workers in Botswana, was the
focus of the research. semi-structured interviews brere
administered face-to-face with social work practitioners and
managers in the s&cD, social work educators and students in
the University of Botswana.

The respondents are unanirnously agreed that the
rightful role of social work in Botswana, as in other
developing count,ries, is to assist the masses who are
affected by materiar deprivation. They have identified youth
delinquency as the second rnajor problem facing the
communities in Botswana, and linked the problem to poverty.
The sociar work practice methods and sociar werfare policies
are seen as inappropriate for the identified problems.
sociar work education prior to the current curricurum was
also regarded as inappropriate because, like practice, it
was organized around the casework method.

xl-



TMTRODUCTTON

The research topic has emerged from my ot^rn observation that
sociar work graduates from the university of Botswana are

equipped with skills and knowredge which they are unabte to
practice within their employing agencies. I have

hypothesised that this may be an indication of the existence
of a gap between social work practice and social work

education in Botswana. It should be noted that this
statement does not make a judgement of the appropriateness

of the training, nor does it claim that practice is
inconsistent. r deriberately left it to this research to
reveal- the source of the hypothesised gap.

However, it is important to highright that sociar work must

have a vision of a society based on the values of the

profession. social work visualizes a society in which every
person is afforded maximum opportunity to enrich his or her

spiritual, physical, psychological, emotional and

intellectuar well-being (Midgrey, l-g8t-, osei-Hwedie , i-gg3).

This envisioned social- order j-s jeopardized by social irls
such as poverty, deprivation, hunger, inadequate shelter,
unemployment, illiteracy and ignorance.

The task of social work education therefore should be to
promote the values, ideals, principles and beliefs which are

espoused by the sociar work profession. rt, should also aim



to enable graduates to deal with the realities of practice,
including organizationar constraints, in order that they may

contribute to the creation or enhancement of the society
that the profession envisions.

Based on my bel-iefs as briefly stated above, r designed this
study to investigate if social work practice and education
in Botswana are supportive of each other in the manner that
the obstacres to achieving a just and equitabre society of
the type that the profession of social work envisions wilr
ultimately be achieved.

rt is inportant that r should guide the reader through this
paper so that the connection between the various chapters
can easily be made:

chapter 3- lays down the goats and objectives of the study
which are the foundation of the research. rt arso ouÈrines
the important questions which this research wirr endeavour

to answer. The question rlttry the topic?rr is also answered in
this chapter. Most irnportantry chapter j_ is the foundation
upon which the research wilr be buirt. This refers to the
methodology or research design which addresses questions of
sarnpling, method and process of data coltection and gives
insight into the methods of data analysis.



Chapter 2 explores the political economy of Botswana with
the intent to discern the policy issues which are pertinent
to social workers in the country. The chapter wirr show that
while Botswana was irnpoverished at the time of independence,

the politicar climate of the country vras very positive after
independence, and its economic recovery was marked by growth

of unparalleled proportions. chapter 2 will also talk about

the growing inequalities and unchecked unernployment rates.
These and more issues directry give birth to the extensive

and deep poverty and destitution which affect a rnajority of
the population in the country.

Chapter 3 will examine the influence of the developed

countries in the process of devel-oping social work and

social policies in the developing countries. The chapter

mainly explores the theoretical perspectives and

philosophical thinking which have influenced the wholesale

adoption of social policies and the social- work intervention
methods of the developed countries by the third !{orld. The

chapter then refutes the beliefs emanating from the

modernization thesis that the probrems which are experienced

by the peoples of the Third Wor1d and those of the West are

of the same nature, and that the methods and strategies of
intervention must necessarily be the same. Social policy,
and social work education and practice must find their firn
base on the problerns which are experienced by the people it



serves.

Chapter 4 helps the reader to trace the historical
deveropment of sociar work education and practice in
Botswana. rt explores the traditionar forms of social
welfare and community deveropment, and shows how they vrere

abandoned with the advent of modernization. This chapter

will then provide a criticar anarysis of the social welfare
poricies and structures which hrere adopted to firr the

vacuum created by the abandonment of the traditional forms.

It will also show that the adoption of the current
conservative social weLfare poricies was not driven by the

belief that the state has an inalienabre responsibirity to
ensure the welfare of the citizens, but rather as a guise to
exonerate the state from taking responsibirity. Às a result,
the state dominated social work in Botswana is failing to
address the primary probrems of the population because it is
limited to the implementation of the vrrong policies.

chapter 5 is the part which tests the hypothesis that social-

work education and practice in Botswana are poorry conceived

and not well articulated wíth each other. rt r¡rras necessary

to get diverse respondents so that the research questions

could be exhaustively answered. To this end, in addition t,o

workers in the fie1d, social work educators at the

university of Botswana and the sociat work students of the



same institution were interviewed. The responses of the
managers in the s&cD were arso sought. These data wilr be

presented and analyzed in this chapter. Recomnendations wirl
be given to improve the fit between practice and training.



CHÀPTER -

l-"1 Statement of Purpose

The purpose of this research is to test for Èhe existence of
any gap between the educational_ preparations and the
practice realities, and to explore the possible causes and

solutions.

l- " 2 Goals of the Study

1-. To estabrish the extent to which sociar work practice and

education enhance each other to accomprish their mission in
the context of Botswana.

2. To investigate the discrepancy between social work

education and social work practice.

3. To find rdays of bridging the gap between social work

practÍce and social work education.

1.3 Research Objectives

1-. To irnprove the f it between sociat work education and

practice in the country based on the realities of practice.
2. To provide direction for social work practice in
Botswana.

3. To augment the meagre literature on Socia1 D{ork Practice

in Botswana.



3-"3 Research Ouestions

l-. what do social workers identify as the rrrealitiesrr of
social work practice in Botswana? [By rearities is neant

the realities of working within a sometimes constraining
organizationar context, and the realities which are based in
perceived social work mission in the communities. l
2- To what extent does social work education prepare the
graduates for these perceived realities?
3. what changes mÍght be required in sociar work education

in order to betÈer prepare the graduates for the rearities
of practice?

4- what changes might be required in the organizationat
context in order that the educational experience is rnore

fuIly utilized?

1-.4 Justification of the Study

social work is a reratively new phenomenon in Botswana.

osei-Hwedie (July, Lgg3) quoting from Ngwenya (l-99i-) notes

that the first attempt to consolidate sociat werfare at
government level was after independence, especiarry between

l-.966 and L97O when community developnent was

institutionarized as a strategy for nationar development. To

date, social work in the country is trying to find itserf.
The practice of social work in Botswana, as it is in many

other deveroping countries, is influenced by theories and

practice models from the former colonizers in the l{est.



without suggesting that these theories should be dismissed
en masse, it should be stressed that their utirity should be

the determining factor in their adoption.

social work is a people based profession which is practiced
within the context of the communities it serves. rt shoul_d

be designed primarity to address both the perceived and real
needs of the people. That being the case, the profession
shourd be guided by these needs of the people, given the
availabre resources. social workers must arso be engaged in
the creation of inforned expectations or needs. That is,
where ignorance prevails, social work should play a J.eading

role in informing and educating índividuars, groups and

cornmunities about avairabre services and how they can have

access to thern. rt shourd also inform them about privileges,
rights and responsibilities. rt is also sociar workrs

responsibility to enhance peoprers abirity to prioritize
their needs and comprehend the extent to which these needs

can be met at any particular tine.

rt is worth noting that as society changes over time needs

change and are redefined. priorities change too. Às a
result, sociar work practice shourd change accordingly to
keep up with its nission. rt is therefore important, from

tine to tine, to review the compatibility of practice with
the needs of the popurations served. osei-Hwedie makes the



same observation that there is a need for continuous

discussion about how the profession can adapt to new

demands, shift its practice base, and evolve new

perceptions. rrThus the collection of pertinent data should

be a primary responsibility of social workersr (p.2s)

rn the same vein, social work education in Botswana is new.

The university of Botswana introduced the diploma in social
work in l-985. The f irst BSW graduates hrere in i-990. social
work education should be informed by practice as much as it.
informs practice. The argument of which comes first witr-

prove to be a debate without an end. Osei-Hwedie (l_993)

points out that the rightfur basis for sociar work training
must be knowledge from practice. tThat is, experience and

data from the field and practice shourd form the knowledge

base out of which theory and rerated el-ements of sociar
science knowÌedge for further and improved practice must

emanate.rr p.22. However, like practice, social work

education in the country is strongly influenced by theories
and practice modeLs which may not necessarily be relevant to
the local people. There is an increasing need for social
s¡ork education to find itself within the context of the

served communities. Nevertheless, a barance must be struck
between practice or experience as the base for education and

the need for innovation. Through research, borrowing frorn

other professions and disciplines, and from other curtures,



social hrork education must be able to achieve appropriate
and innovative approaches to probrem solving and prevention.

To date, the social work Department of the university of
Botswana is engaged in a continuous process of evaruating
and reevaluating the curricurum to improve the fit between

education and practice" This research will avail educators

with the necessary evidence of which issues are more

pertinent to Botswana society, and hence point to the
desired focus of education in the country.

Social work practice, research, theory and education are

intertwined in a sophisticated manner. The present research

is aimed to contribute to the continuing effort to generate

new knowledge and theory which is reLevant to the conditions
in Botswana. This knowledge and theory wilr be passed to the
students and to practitioners through the process of
education, and wil-l in turn influence practice in a very
important way.

l- . 5 tlethodologrl¡/Desigm

this research has been done based on a purposely selected

sample. The data corlection and analysis were done folrowing
acceptable, scientific principles in order to enhance the

relÍability and validity of the outcome.

l_0



Sanpling

The purposive sampling method v¡as adopted for this research.
This arlowed for the use of informants or people who were

well inforrned about sociar work in Botswana. For instance,
soci-aI work educators were serected not only base on their
involvement in social work education, but also based on

their faniliarity with social work practice in Botswana.

Rationale For purposive Sampling

Parton (1-984) asserts that purposive samples invorve peopre

who are especially informed about topic under study. Neuman

(l-991-) points out three instances in which a researcher may

find purposefur sarnpling method to be the most appropriate.
First, he concurs with parton that the researcher may serect
certain individuals because they possess special information
which the other erements in the popuration lack. second, the
researcher may use purposive sarnpling to select members of a

difficult-to-reach, specialized poputations. Thirdly,
purposíve sampling may be used when the researcher seeks to
identify a particular type of population for in-depth
interviews.

The social work practitioners who have been serected for
this research fit the above definition of specialized group,

possessing special information and they arso faIl into the
difficurt-to-get category. Àt the tine when this study was

l- l_



designed there were onry about l-60 and 3oo social workers

holding BSW and DSW respectively. These workers vrere

dispersed throughout the country of about 5g5OO0 sq km.

However, some areas of the country only have workers with a

cerÈificate in social work or they have no trained workers.

This made it necessary for the purposeful sampling to be

done in two stages" The first stage involved the serection
of villages and towns to be included in the study. Given the
resources and time avairable, r made a conscious selection
of these towns and vil-rages based on their accessabirity
from Gaborone which was the research base. Second, the

selection of a town or village guaranteed the inclusion of
its sociar worker(s) in the sarnple. usuarly there would be

onry one or two workers with a diplorna or degree in each of
the selected places.

The fol,lowing areas $rere incl-uded in the sample: Gaborone,

Francistown and Lobatse represent towns. Jwaneng is a nining
town, Tlokweng, and Ramotswa are peri-urban areas.

Mo1epoJ.o1e, Mochudi, Moshupa and Kanye are semi-urban areas.

Letlhakeng, Letlhakane and Thamaga represent rural
populations. This has made the sample to be reflective of
social workers practicing among a wide range of populations.

Managers hrere also from different parts of the country.

L2



The selection of the villages and towns based on theír easy

accessability introduced an el-ement of convenience sanpring.
However, the selection was not haphazard" It hras premised on

the researcher's knowredge of the distribution of the social
worker population in the country. That is, the places
included in the sample had the units of anarysis that this
research is interested in. This in turn made it possible for
the data coll-ect,ion exercise to be done within the linits of
the availabre resources, both in terms of tine and financial
resources.

ïssues of validity: validity refers to the extent to which

the instruments used in the research have accurately
captured what was being investigated. rn this research the
procedure for conductinng an exploratory study was forrowed.
Firstly, the structure of the interview guide as well as the
interview procecess were appropriate for this type of
study. The interview guide was designed to al_ror¿ the
respondents to describe their views and feelings in ways

which r,üere best for them. Finarry, at analysis level
varidity was enhanced by organizing the data around the most

prevalent themes and presenting them in the respondent's own

words.

1_3



Therefore, Èhe findings are credible and can be genera]ized
to the s&cD as a sociar work agency. As werr, a sampre of 50

respondents was adequate to give a true reflection of a

target popuration. The sampre hras comprehensive in terms of
coverage which incruded most of the stakehorder in social_

work practice" Further, although the workers responded based

on where they $rere, some have worked in more than one

geographic area and were abl-e to reflect on practice in
other parts of the country. The students interviewed also
have work experiences from different parts of Botswana. The

policies which the respondents described are implemented

under sirnilar conditions throughout the country. Hence the
information gathered is refrective of sociar work practice
in the s&cD everlrwhere in the country. Therefore, the
results of this study are valid for an exploratory study.
However, they are rinited only to social_ work practice in
the government agency of S&CD.

rssues of Reria.birity: This refers to the extent to which

the important features of research such as consistency,
dependability and reproducibirity were rnaintained in the
process of doing research (Grinnell, l-9g8). consistency was

maintained through the use of the serni-structured interview
guide which meant that the respondents answered the same

questions. since the same researcher did arI the interviews,
even the follow up questions hrere pretty much the same. This

t4



means that the same results would be reached if this study
!ùas repeated using the same instrument on a sample from the
same popuration. The findings of this study can be reried
upon in so far as they apply to the S&CD.

L.6 llethod of Data Coltection
fnterviews

Four separate but simirar semi-structured interview guides
htere designed and adninistered to a totar of 50 respondents
on a face-to-face basís. The interview guides vrere seni-
structured in the sense that they contained both open-ended

and close-ended questions. whire r took notes during the
process of the interviews, r arso made audio tape recording
of the interviews, especialry for the open-ended questions.
The recorded version later served as a back up when the
analysis was done. However, it should be noted that
elaborate note taking did not substitute for the tape

recording.

The interview guides h¡ere adninistered to :

a) thirty (30) workers in the Social and Community

Developrnent (s&cD) who graduated from the university of
Botswana social work program from LggZ to 1993.

b) five (5) managers/supervisors in the department in
various areas of Botswana.

c) five (5) educators in the social work department of the

l_5



University of Botswana.

d) ten (10) social work students who are in their finar year

of training at the university.

Rationale For The Method of Data collection
The choice to use the qualitative open-ended interview
method is grounded on the fact that this is an exproraÈory

study. Professional social work is a relatively new

phenomenon in Botswana., having begun to take shape in the

years between 1966 and 1970. Às a resurt there have not been

many direct studies on social work practice in Èhe country.

Exploratory desiqn was desired to allow for the necessary

flexibility to cover as wide an area as possible and to
discover new and relevant issues. Rubbin and Babbie (j-989)

observe that exploratory studies are essential whenever the

researcher is rrbreaking nesr groundrr. Neuman ( i-99L ) notes

that exploratory researchers often use guaritative methods

and that the methods al1ow the researcher to be creative, to
adopt an investigative stance, to be flexible and open-

rninded and to be abre to exprore alr sources of information.

Since the field of social work in Botswana has not been

explored much, it would be a mammoth, almost unachieveable

task to try to formulate an exclusively close-ended

questionnaire. The use of qualitative open intervieÌ^rs râras

proper, and it permitted me to understand the issues as seen
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by the respondents. The respondents hrere able to organize
their feelings and experiences (as social workers) around
the research topic, to interpret and to communicate those
feelings and experiences in the manner that made more sense
to them.

As alluded to earr-ier, there are arso the cr-ose-ended
questions which then permitted some anarysis to be based
upon counts- Neuman (r-99i-) notes that the logic of
qualitative research does not forbid the use of quantitative
questions. strauss and corbin (1990) arso contend that the
two methods can be used effectively in the same research
project. The data from close-ended questions are a source of
information which supplements or complements quaritative
data. rn including thern, r hoped that they would increase
the rigour of data colLection and anarysis. The analysis
will- be largely qualitative.

1.7 Data Analysis lrlethod

The qualitative analysis in this study involves the
presentation of the data in thematic forrn. That is, the data
are organized around the common themes and presented in the
most representative manner possibre. eualitative analysis
arso involves the presentation of the data in rrrawrr form;
for instance, direct quotes from the interview notes and

from the tape recording have also been presented in this
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report. Direct quotes are important because they maintain

the original meaning, capture the mood, and retain the

sensitivity to context. This ensures that interpretation of

the data begins from the point of viev¡ of the respondents.

The conponents of qual-itative analysis mentioned above have

been. utilised in this research.

Neuman (l-99L) notes that qualitative data are collected in
rather detailed, narrative form, and some times in words

which are relatively inductive and irnprecise; hence,

qualitative analysis is usually the most proper ¡nethod.

However, to partly offseÈ the difficulties of qualitative

analysis, some quantitative analysis has also been used. The

kind of the quantitative analysis used was restricted to

counts, and only to the first few questions which h¡ere pre-

coded in counts.

Counts $rere used to reflect the proportions of respondents

who agree or disagree with particular viewsi for example,

that interventions vrere or were not appropriate. Thernatic

analysis was done for the narrative explanations of the

different views, and the narrative demonstration of

understanding of íssues, and groups of respondents !úere

created based on the similarities in the views they held.
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CHÀPTER 2

2. O THE POLTTTCAL ECONOI{Y OF BCIrS¡ìTÄNA

Botswana has been widery credited for being an isrand of
economic prosperity and politicar stability within a region
characterized by ethnic and raciar intolerance, as werr as

by economic crises and heavy debt burden. The country has

arso been praised for its multi-party democracy in a growing

one-party state dictatorial practÍce in Africa (chÍpasul_a

and Miti, L989). since independence in Lg66, Botswana

adopted a poricy Èhat promoted racial- and curtural
integration. This, to a large degree resurted in raciar and

culturar harmony among the countryrs population. rts policy
of open economy has enabred the country to make tremendous

economic strides. The GDp per capita leaped from pl_91.00 in
L966 to P1,L44.00' in the l-980s. Àlongside its impressive
economic record, Botswana is arso characterized by sharp and

growing socio-economic inequarity, especiarry ín the rural
areas "

Thís chapter seeks to exptore the political economy of
Botswana. That is, the chapter will trace the countryrs
unprecedented economic and politicar successes, with the
intention of rocating the citizens within the political
economy in terms of their particÍpation and the benefits

' p stands for
equivalent to about

Pula, Botswana currency (BWp). pl_.OO is
Canada $O.SO
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which accrue Èo them in the process. rn this regard, it wilr
be demonstrated that in spite of the healthy poritical
crinate urhich pernitted the exponential economic growth,
there has been very little effort cornmitted to the economic

and sociar deveropment of the generar populace. This is
evidenced by the conspicuous inequitabl-e distribution of
resources, growing unernpl0yment and rampant poverty. The

positive aspects will arso be presented, such as in the
areas of health and education. The chapter begins by

highlighting the demographics of BoÈswana and by rocating
the country in Äfrica, and. in particurar, in the southern
region of the continent.

2"L Brief Denographic profile of Botswana.

Botswana, attained independence in septenber l_966, having
been a British protectorate since 1895. The country is
inhabited by t-5 or more ethnic groups. These tríbes have a
lot of common attributes. They share a tradition of
friendship and hospitarÍty; a najority of the tribes share a

common language, and the rnurtipre ethnic groups have in the
past co-existed in a harmonious rerationship. Furthermore,

there is no particular ethnic group that was favoured by the
British. Hence, the different tribal groups worked together
to attain Botswana's independence in 1966. setswana and

Engrish are the officiar languages, the latter mainry used

in work praces to facilitate communication with foreigners.
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Botswana's population is estimated to be 1.4 million, and is
growing at an annual rate of 3.5 per cent. Forty-five (45)
per cent of the people are younger than r-5 years of age.

Twenty (20) per cent of the population are children younger

than 5 years of age (CSO, March, l_993). This has

inplications for the future, and for the use of the limited
resources food, hearth services, education, and general
child care.

About 80å of the people rive in the rural areas. Ho$rever,

urban areas are experiencing rapid population growth. For
instance, between j-ggL and L99j- the popuration of Gaborone

more than doubred, with an average growth of g? per annum;

Francistown and Jwaneng gre$r at an annuar rate of zz each

(Jacques, r99z). This ís partry due to naturar growth as

well as rural/urban migration. The southeastern part of the
country is the most popurous, accounting for 83? of the
total population in l-981- (NDp 7). À very important feature
of urban populations in Botswana is their strong bond to
their rurar roots. Those who are working send remittances to
the villages whenever they can and rnake frequent visits to
the villages.

Botswana is a patriarchal society. rntact families are
headed by men and the offspring adopt the ethnicity of their
fathers. Property is passed to the children according to
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their birth order from the erdest son to the youngest

femal-e. whilst intact faniries are male headed, the LggL

popuration census shows that 4oz and about 50å of the
househords in urban and rurar areas respectively are headed

by single mothers. Females constitute 52 per cent of the
population.

2.2 Geopolitical position Of Botswana

Botswana is landlocked, and is situated in the centre of
southern Africa. To the south and east is south Àfrica,
which is the politicar, economic and military giant in the
region (chipasula and Miti, i-989). south Äfrica also lies
between Botswana and the rndian ocean. zimbabwe is in the
northeast, and to the northwest and the west lies Nanibia. À

short section of the northern frontier ad.joins Zambia.

The country has an enormous rand area in comparison with its
population size" rt has a totar rand are of 582o0o km square

of which about 84 percent is a mainry the sand-covered

Kgalagadi desert. The Kgalagadi Desert extends through most

of the western part of the country. Further, Botswana ries
on the southern Àfrican plateau, ât an average of l_00 metres

above sea IeveI.
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The southeastern part of the country is the most fertile and
enjoys an average rainfall which, although not so favourable
for arable farning, is better than in other parts. This is
one of the factors that make this part the rnost popurous.
The other factor that could exprain the concentration of
people in the southeastern region of the country is the
railway line which runs through the region from the
countries to the north of the Botsr{rana to south Àfríca. This
has in the past been gne of the few sources of formal
employment. rt also provided a reliable source of
transportation. As a result, most of the urban and semi-
urban areas, the big towns and even the capital city
(Gaborone) are located along this (and the onry) rairway
line in the country. Therefore, rnost of the physical,
economic, poriticar and social developments forlowed the
rai-Iway l_ine too.

The political crimate in Botswana is harmonious. since
independence the country adopted a unitary multiparty
parliamentary system of government. Hence, ât independence
three (3) parties contested the elections, and since then,
elections are herd every five years. There is a very strong
central- government with povrer over the nationar economic
pranning, nationar defence, raw and order. Limited por.irers

are decentrarized to the rocal government system which was

created mainry to f acilitat,e developrnents at local_ l_evel-.
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These po$rers and duties invorve primary health, elementary

education and local administration. Locar government

elections are hel-d at the same time as the national-

elections. rn october Lgg4, Botswana herd national erections
for the 6th tirne. Ten potiticar parties contested elections,
as opposed to five (5) that participated in the l_989

elections.

Nevertheress, some opinion l-eaders claim that Botswana is a

de facto one-party state. since independence in t966, only
the Bots$¡ana Democratic party (B.D.p. ) has been in
government, having been successively returned with
overwhel-ning majorities for the past five el-ections.
Opposition parties are very weak. In the l_989 general

elections only three (3) opposition members vrere erected to
the National Assembly and they belonged to the Botswana

National Front (B.N.F. ). opposition parties have over the
years failed to increase their number Ín parliament; this
coul-d be partly attributed to the fact that these parties
arways approached elections with disunity within themserves

as well as between themselves. Because of their poor

representation in parliament, the voices of the opposition
have been very weak and could easily be undermined by the
B-D-P- government. However, in the october l-994 elections
the B.N.F. râron l-3 parliamentary seats, and it is hoped that
this will change that shape of the National_ Àssembly.
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2"3

Botswanats economic future was break at the time of
independence. Hovrever, in the few years that forlowed
independence, the country experienced economic growth of
unprecedented proportions by any standards. rn fact Harvey
and Lewis (r-990) note that in the years 1965 to j-985,

Botswana was the fastest growing economy in the worrd,
growing at an annuar rate of 8.5 per cent. Good (Lggz)
further asserts that whereas domestic savings as a share of
GDP had been negative around the time of independence, ,,By

i-989-90 a per capita gross national product (GNp) of
approximatery us g2,3oo had been reached.r pz'. ït shoul-d be
noted that Botswana was able to achieve sustained
development and economíc arowth in spite of the instabirity
in the neighbouring countries such as the former Rhodesia
(now Zinbabwe), south west Àfrica (now Nanibia), and the
then apartheÍd south Àfrica. Both these white minority
regimes arso tried to destabirize Botswana by occasional_
cross-boarder raids against her.

Botswanats economic success story can be attributed to a

number of interrerated factors, three of which are
prominent. These are internationar aid, agricurture and

nining. Because at independence Botswana $¡as conspicuousry
neglected by her former coronial master, the country enjoyed
generous and varied assistance from a number of devel0ped
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countries and international organizations" At independence

in L966, the aid flow was moderate, the bulk of which came

from the United Kingdom which, in addition to budgetary

support, provided the bulk of capital funds (Michael, l-g8i_).

Management of these external resources bras of high quality,
and this $¡as an important feature that attracted more

donors" By L969 Denmark and Sweden had joined the UK in
funding developments in Botswana. Canada, West Germany,

Norway and the United.states started donating to the

development, of the country in L923. The International
Monetary Fund later also played a big role in financing
development. By L977, some 72 per cent of development

spending was externalty financed (Michael, 3-981-). One

inportant feature of these external aid and grants was that,
in utilizing them, Botswana had to comply with the

conditions which rdere attached. The conditions h¡ere such

that economic growth was fostered without much regard to
social development. Because of her comptiance with these

conditions, Botswana continued to enjoy the benefit of
ínternational aid years after some considerable degree of

financial self-sufficiency was achieved in the early l-970s

after the discovery of diamonds. The contribution of the

diamond industry in the growth of the economy will be

discussed later.
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The country's poriticar economy has arso grown from pastoral
farning- Batswana are traditionarly an agrarian society
based on subsistence herding of cattle and cultivation of
subsistence crops. untir the early l_970s, the beef industry
was the source of almost aII the countryrs exports (The

Europa Year Book, Lggj). This sounds contradictory because
subsistence farming impries no surplus. However, whir_st
Batswana reared cattle on a snal-r scare basis, it was

necessary for househords to sell one or more of their cattre
each year in order to send chirdren to schoor and to buy
other necessities. Further, there hrere a few farmers of
south Àfrican origin, and. some Batswana in the Gantsi area
who were practicing conmerciar- pastoral farming. As a
resurt, t'he Botswana Meat cornmission (B.M.c. ) predates
independence and is one of the main exporters of beef to the
European Economic community (E.E.c. ). The beef industryrs
place as the source of foreign exchange for Botsgrana has now

been taken over by the diamond Índustry.

Nevertheress, pastoral farning (beef industry) continued to
be one of the important engines of economic growÈh in
Botswana. Àccording to Morutsi (Lggg), at the end of the
drought in the L96os came rains which, arthough not so good

for crop production, arlovred the national herd to increase
at a fast rate. The national herd increased fro¡n l mill_ion
in the late L960s to 3 million by r-98r- (Buiyan , L}BT) .
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Howeverr €rs it wirr be seen later, whilst the cattre
industry continued to flourish over the years, ownership of
the cattle has been progressivery shrinking into fewer and
fewer hands- Additionally, overgrazing and degradation of
land have become nationar problems which may have future
conseguences for subsistence farmers.

observers also attribute a great deal of Botswanars rapid
economic growth to ¡rgood luckr with the unexpected discovery
and subsequent exproitation of minerars, particurarly
diarnonds, copper, and. nickel, which to a great extent
revolutionised the countryrs economy (Morutsi, r_9gg; Harvey
and Lewis, r-990 ) . .â,Ithough at independence there rdere no
nining activities taking place in Botswana, exproitation of
mineral deposits since the r-gzos became a major activity in
terms of Botswana's exports and gross nationar product
(GNP) - Diamond production started in tgzt; in i_ggs diamonds
accounted for more than 75 per cent of the total export
earnings- Botswana $ras then the third largest diamonds
producer in the worrd (The Europa year Book L9B7). The

diarnond industry in Botswana is a joint venture between the
Botswana government and De Beers Mining Company.

Botswanats economic base racks diversity. Às it has become

evident in the foregoing discussion, the engines for
economic growth in Botswana have for a long time been the
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mining (diarnond) industry, and the agricultural (beef

production) industry. The two sectors enabred Botsr¡ranars

economy to grow at an astonishingly fast rate. Gross

nationar product (cDp) per capita grer,r from pl_91_ in 1966 to
P71'44 in l-986 - using the 19Bo prices (charres and Lewis,

L990). rn the period l-98o LgBz gross nationar product
(GNP) grew in real terms by an overarr average of 1-2.8 per

cent, whilst GNP per capita increased by an annual average

of 9.0 per cent. rn the same period, Lggo-gz, GDp increased
in real terms, by an annual average of j-l-.3 per cent, one of
the highest in the world (Europa year Book, l-993). To this
growth, the diamond sector contributed an estimated 43 per

cent (of GDP), and the sector accounted for 73 per cent of
the totar export earnings. rt accounted for g0 per cent of
export earnings in 1990. By contrast, agriculture
contributed only 2.9 per cent of GÐp in the period 1980

l-989. This is a cause for concern because it signifies the
decline in agricurtural production, which is the traditional
source of living for the majority of Batswana. Ànd, hence,

it has a bearing on the extent and depth of poverty in the
rural areas of Botswana.
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2"4 Massive Unemployment and poverty

whilst Botswana has enjoyed showers of praises from the
internatíonal communíty for being an example of rapid
economic growth, unemployment and poverty remain a
conspicuous rearity for a majority of Batswana. The rack of
economic diversity has direct inplications for the rates of
unernplolznent and impoverishment of Batswana. The Europa year

Book (t987) notes that, untir the earry 1-920s, nearry 90 per
cent of the working population hras engaged in agricurture.
However, because of the endemic and proronged drought
spel]s, coupled with a lack of sustainable agricuLtural
policy aimed at improving production in the rurar areas, the
agricultural sector has been experiencing a decrine over the
years, both in terms of production and employment creation
capacity. By 1-990, the percentage of the labour force
employed in the agricurturar sector had dropped to 63 per
cent (Europa year Book, j-993).

on the other hand, the mining sector which has been growing
since the 1'97os, and has been increasingry contributing to
the economic growth of the country, has not exhibited a

corresponding employrnent creation capacity. rn the 1_980s,

the mining sector provided only 3.3 per cent of the working
population with jobs (Europa year Book, tgg}; Europa year

Book, 1-993 ) .
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Ät reast 25 per cent of the rabour force i-s unemployed. rt
can be argued that the unemployment statistics are grossry
underesÈimaÈed. This is attributable rnainry to the
definition of rrrabour forcer and of rremprolrment.. The 19gr_

Population and Housing census defines labour force as ,,arl
individuals r-2 years of age and over srho, during the month
preceding the census, !ìrere working regurarry for cash,
workíng in famiry rands or cattre posts¡ or b¡ere activery
looking for work or doing periodic piece jobs,, (central
Statistics Office,tg}j) .

This definition reaves out many people who, in my view
should be classified as unemployed. For instance, for one to
be considered unemployed one has to be ,,active]y,, looking
for work or doing periodic piece jobs. As such, those who
lose hope in the process, Èhe housewives, the disabred, and
the lactating rnothers who are not earning an income are not
íncluded in the rabour force and the unemproyment

statistics.

Moreover, technicalry, those people working on family lands
(subsistence arabr-e farming), and cattle posts are
considered as part. of the emproyed segrment of the rabour
force by the r-991 population census. Àccording to the r-g8i_

Population and Housing census Ànalyticar Report, 4i-.L per
cent of the working popuration were engaged in subsistence
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agriculture- subsistence farming, especially arabr-e, is
failing because of unfavourable climatic conditions and a

lack of a suitable agricurtural policy. rt can therefore be

argued that the small, subsistence farmers continue to
engage in this highry unprofitable activity because they
lack any other option, oF simply because they u¡ant to
continue their long standing tradition. Hence their economic
conditions continue to deteriorate into a st,ate of
destitution. rf the amount or varue of the produce from
their farning activity was taken into account, whire most of
these rural l-ot wourd fart in the category of the employed,

theÍr lot is not much better than those who are unemployed.

Às a resul-t of the growing extent of unemployment, there is
rampant poverty and destitution among a large segrment of the
households in Botswana. According to the report on the
situation of women and chirdren in Botswana, at the end of
the l-970s 46.82 to s4.sz of the rurar households lived below
poverty datum line. The report adds that incomes of those in
absorute poverty hrere on average about 44å ress than the
poverty datum line. overarr 30? to 4iz of the urban dwerrers
$tere living below the poverty datum line (GoBluNrcEF, June

1e86).
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There are no indications that the situation outlined above
has changed as Good, writing in i,ggz, makes very simir-ar
comments that over one-half of the rural households were
suffering frorn absolute poverty in Botswana, and 2l per cent
of urban populations live below poverty datum rine (Good,

1992; Mornpati, 1990 ) .

2.5

lvomen i-n Botswana are marginalized politicarly, economicarly
and sociarly despite the fact that they make up about 522 of
the totar population of the country. Because of Botswana's
patriarchal nature, women are dominated by rnen both at party
and government Ievels. This is so in spite of the fact that
women comprise a rarge proportion of the popuration and that
poriticar parties arso have a large following among women

(Madisa, L991')¡ party decision rnaking ís dominated by men.

This is evident in the composition of the central committees
of the two main parties in the country - the B.D.p. and the
B-N.F. rn the B.D.p. centrar comrnittee onry one member is a

uroman" The B-N.F. has only two women in their central
committee. rn the same vein, politicar parties in Botswana

have a tradition of fielding men, exclusivery, to contest
for political office at nationaL rever. For Ínstance, only
two women contested seats for the B.D.p. in the Lggl general
elections. The B.N.F. fierded no woman. A few women try
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their luck at the tevel of rocar poritics. rt is not
surprising, therefore, that the Bots$rana National Àssernbly
currently has only 4 women members (two $rere speciarly
nominated by parliarnent). we arso see rnar.e donination at
cabinet lever. There are two females hording cabinet posts
in the country - one minister and one assistant ninister.

Top civil service posts such as the posts of rpermanent

secretary to the presidentrr and rrpermanent secretaryrr are
herd almost exclusively by men. There is currently only one
l¡oman permanent secretary. The rnarginal position of women in
politics, in government and in the civil service places
b¡omen and female-headed families at a disadvantage
economically.

However, it is worth noting the effort by Emang Basadi,
Iately, to start the process of educatinq women and
encouraging them to rally behind female politicians
(setshwaero, 1'gg4)2. l{omen And The Law rn southern Äfri_ca is
arso rnaking strides in sensitising women to the regíslation
and policies that discriminate against them (such as the
citizens Àct, the property ownership raws, laws that rimit
them in their dearingrs with banks, and other laws which

'Emang Basadi is a non-governmental women's organizationcomnitted to the advancement ãf wonenrs rights. However, theagency is very. recent in appearance and ité missiãn-is not as yetunderstood by the generaf þopulation.
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subordinate women to men) " rt is hoped that in the end women

will be assisted to gain access to the democratic structures
of government and to pray a sígnificant role in decision
making.

Furthermore' $romen and the youth feature prominently among

the unemployed populations in Botswana. rn her presentation
to the conference that sought to find hrays to incorporate
htomen into the economic mainstream, setshwaero (i-99i.)

laments that hTomen $rere relegated to the infornal sector
where opportunities for training and advancement are
minirnal. Professor Takirambude, speaking at the same

conference, observes that women are in a precarious position
as they are more rikely to be unemployed or reregated to the
informar sector than men. Labour statistics for L99o/91,

conf irm that this is true. rn March rggJ, !,¡omen accounted f or
only 35 per cent of the formal sector emproyees country wide
(cso, May L992) An estimated 40 per cent of the female urban
employed popurace are in the informar sectorr ês opposed to
only 9 per cent of the urban working men (women's Finance
House Botswana, L99L) " The report estimates the unemployed

urban $romen to be 42 per cent compared to 2l_ urban men who

are unemployed.
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The percentage of the unemproyed women in the rural areas is
grossly underestimated to be 28 per cent (cso & srDÀ, i_991_).

This underestimation can be accounted for by the fact that
the rest are said to be employed in family agriculture. As

argued earrier, the conditions of the people (women) who are
engaged in famiry crop production are fast deteriorating
into a state of destitution

Às a direct consequence of the rnarginar position occupied by
stomen in the economy of Botswana, Èhere is a growing number
of street children or Bo-Bashi as they are conmonry referred
to i-n Botswana, most of whom come from femare-headed
families (Mompati, l-990). The growth is evident in caborone
and Francistown. The street chitdren in Botswana share the
characteristics of street chirdren in other countries. Àmong

their other characteristics, these chirdren are of tender
age - down to 5 years old in Gaborone, and they are a

product of rural-urban migration, unemployment and poverty
(Mompati, 1990). Bana Ba Rona Trust (r-989) identifies singre
parenthood as a major contributory factor to the problern of
street children. This is particurarly true because 45 per
cent of Botswana's populat,ion is aged ber-ow r-5 years of age,
and a significant portion of these chirdren come from
fernale-headed famiries, households with insecure and

unpredictable sources of income (coBluNrcEF, r-9g9).
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Àlthough constitutionally arl the people of Botswana have

the right to the same economic and politicar opportunities,
some tribes and groups of people (on geographic basis) are
disfavoured in the poritícal economy of Botswana. These

economic and poriticar minorities are referred to as Remote

.Area Dwelrers (R.ADS). The status of R^àDS is deternined by

the location of the communities in reration to the rairway
Iine, a factor which to a rarge extent dictates the poor

state of deveropment in those communities. Hence the RADS

communit.ies are relatively primitive.

The Basarwa (Bushmen) communities are in the numerical-

najority among the RÀ,DS. Leadership is not alien to Basarwa.

Their leadership patterns are established and organised
around the family and cran system. However, ât independence,

Basarwa $rere rnarginalised politÍcalry. There has not been

any affirmative action to assist then to play a rore in
shaping the laws that govern their day to day lives. Their
representatives at loca1 government rever mostly come from
other tribes, especially from Bakgaragadi. The possibility
of having a Mosarwa in the Nationar .è,ssembly ís very remote.

As such, multi-party democracy that is so accraimed in
Botswana has very little meaning to Basarwa.
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Basarwa are arso dominant among the Renote Area Dwerrer
population who suffer from rampant poverty. Like other
Botswana communities, Basarwa hrere dependent on rand.
Hot{ever, they differed with other communities in that
Basarwa brere traditionally, and stilr are, a hunter/gatherer
peopre. The advent of modernisation affected this comrnunity
adversery" lùhen commercia]- pastoral agriculture hras

extended, with the introduction of the Tribal Grazing Land
Policy of the Lg7s, the land that was predorninanÈry occupied
by the Basarwa was demarcated into ranches and alrocated to
big comrnercial- farmers. Most of the rand that remained was

National- Parks and Game Reserves. NoÈ rnuch thought was given
to Basarla's right to land. Thus, the Basarwa urere dispraced
and robbed of their very means of survivar rand.

Due to the lack of suitabre and sustainable means of
subsistence, Basarwa rive in acute poverty. Their situation
is summed up by a Dutch tourist susan Brandt as quoted by
Mokone (L994 p-6) rThey are starving, they sleep on cold
ground and have no bÌankets, but no one seems to carerr. The

onry kind of ernployment avairable to them is on free hold
farms where they rive a rife that is not better than
servitude. They work as herd-boys and do hard labour for
payment in kind - with tobacco, liquor, food or or-d

clothing. Those who leave the farms to rive like rtotal_

human beingsrr end up leading a live of social lepers. They
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survive on r¡rild fruits
to feed their famil-ies.

due to starvation.

2.6

and vegetables and

Most end up going

dig up

back to
wild tubers

the farms

rt shourd be indicated from the outset that Botswana was

subjected to benign neglect under British rure. Àt
independence, Botswana was counted among the poorest
countries of the world with a per capita income of about $50
per annum (Michael r-981). Mol0mo and MokopakgosÍ (r-99r.)

assert that rtÀt independence Botswana had nothing to offer
to her poverty stricken popurationsr p.30. Hartl_and-Thunberg
(L978) makes a sÍmirar observation that "when Botswana

achieved fulI independence in l-966, informed opinion was

unanimous in assessing the countryrs economic prospects as
dismalrr- p.r-. The most obvious sign of neglect was the fact
that the territory was administered from Mafikeng in south

^Africa.

As a result, it is very imporÈant to indicate the
government's achÍevements in the provision of basic
infrastructure and human services to the peopre. These basic
services incrude basic health care, clean water supplies
within warking distances, basic education and the provision
of supplementary food in clinics and primary schoors to
prevent malnutrition in younger children, as wel_l as the
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provision of infrastructure such as roads.

The country has one of the best prirnary heal_th services in
Africa. while there are conmunities which are still to be

reached by health services, the majority (85å) of the
population are within i-5 km of a hearth facirity (NDp z). As

a result, the under-five mortatÍty rate decreased from 170

in L96o to 59 per thousand live births in tgg2 (Datta,
L994) - The average rife expectancy increased from 53 years
in 1971' to 56 years in l-98r- (Hendenquist , lgg2) , and was 6i-

years in ]-992, one of the highest in Àfrica (Datta , 1,gg4).

ïn terms of the above indices Botswana compares favourably
against other countri-es in the region. rn Zambia infant
nortality has only decreased from 22o Eo zo3 in the last 30

years, while in south Africa the under-five mortality rate
is nearry zo in r-,ooo babies. Life expectancy at birth is
onry 56 years in zirnbabwe, and 44 years in zanbia (Mokone,

r_ees ) .

Education uras also neglected at the time of independence.

According to Hendenquist (i,gg2), there was only one

government-financed secondary school and a few prinary
schools. There $rere arso a few mission schoors. onry 3oz of
school going age hrere in primary school and about l_,ooo

children in secondary school. since independence there has
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been an expansion of education services as werl as adurt
education activities. Education is tuition free up to senior
school lever in government schoors, including vocational
training; and adult riteracy is currently 75å (uNDp , rgg4).
ïn providing these services the government had to make

difficutt choices which invorved numerous opportunity costs.

2"7

The country's rapid economic growth has been accompanied by
inequitable distribution of resources. Hovrever, the
preceding arguments have been espoused, especialry in
government circles, to demonstrate that the government of
Botswana has done very well the areas of hearth, education,
provision of clean water and roads. Àccording to National
Development plan Z, (p.fa):

',I1 these services of government, TargeLy counted aspubTic co_nsumption, coura be atiocatela aireeiiy to thehousehotds that benefit, the dÍslribution or ihenation's income among iL househoràs wourd .be seen to bemuch more equaT . . .,,

The provision of these basic services per-se does not
translate into better standard of living for an ordinary
Motswana. For instance, the provision of basic hearth
services will not affect the peoprers state of destitution;
the provision of basic education wilr not improve life if it
is not accompanied by employment or any redistributive
services.
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Further, uNDp (L994) contains statistics which r_ook at the
different countries and compare their efforts in the area of
human development with their respective pot.ential
capabilities to deverop their peopre. This comparison shows

that Botswana's efforts to improve (not to protong) human

Life has not been commensurate with the countryrs impressive
per capita income.

Further still, in spite of the positive aspects presented
earrier, Botswana's economic growth is marked by growing
inequalities: There is inequality between rural_ areas and
urban areas in terms of physícaI, social, economic and
political developmenÈ. The disparities between individual
members of the Botswana society in terms of material wearth
is of great proportions. This has given rise to the widening
and deepening poverty among a great number of Batswana,
especially in the rural areas.

Rural areas remain undeveroped, with some areas extremely
lacking in this regard. That is, development is basicarry
nonexistent in some areas. some writers such as Good (rgg2)
attribute this to the lack of a crear poricy aimed directty
at either creating or increasing production and incomes in
the rural areas. rt has been argued in some quarters that
the government simply does not want to destroy peopÌe's
traditional way of life. Hence, it has chosen to leave them
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as they are. other observers believe that the government is
bent on satisfying the interests of the politicar and the
economic erite at the expense of the rest of the society.

Although the elite as a sociar stratum in Botswana enjoy
enormous economi-c power, Èhey are basically new recruits.
The scanty information which is avairable indicates no

evidence of the predominance of the elite in the pre-
independence era. This is particurarly true because of the
lack of any major economic activities in the territory, and
because the fact that the Bechuanaland protectorate was

administered from Mafikeng in south Africa. Hovrever, a few
individuals who aÈtended correge (Tiger Kroof) in south
Àfrica Ì¡rere enployed in the territory in a number of
capacities such as teachers and agricultural demonstrators,
whilst others worked in administrative capacities. Àt
índependence these individuaLs assurned political_ power and

others took up high offices in the civil service. Their
economic advancement was enhanced through government grants
and Loans as shown below, besides their high salaries. Their
economic pohrer continues to blossom while the rest of the
society is consumed in a state of want.

The distribution of íncomes in rural
80 per cent of the population live,
Good (L992) asserts that the poorest

Botswana, where about

is also very skewed.

10 per cent of the
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households received only 1.5 per cent of the totat rural
income, adding that while over Toz of the households in both
rurar and urban areas shared among them onry 1,zz of the
rural income, 202 of the population conmanded cl0se to 702
of the total rural income.

The avairable riterature suggests that over the years,
ownership of cattl-e has been progressívely concentrated in
the hands of a few individuars. Àccording to the Europa year
Book (L987), the national herd is very unevenly distributed
among the rurar popuration, of whom arrnost 50 per cent have
no direct access to cattle. Tt arso estimates that about
one-half of the nationar herd is owned by s per cent of the
households.

According to the Report on the Rurar and Economic survey
conducted in L9g6 (C.S.O., 1,gBZ) , there $ras an

unchallengeable evi-dence of an extreme case of economic
disparities in Botswana as rrÀ good number of individuals had
no wealth to decrare on the other hand, there vrere a
few individuars wÍth enormous amount of assets, in some

cases as much as pl-2Orooo per househord' p.15. Datta (Lgg4),
quoting from the J,gg4 Human Development Report (Lgg4) notes
that lrBotswana has now earned the distinction of having the
highest degree of inequarity in the distribution of income
among alI the countries of the worrd for which figures are
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availablerr (p. 19). À Motswana from the top fifth income

category earns 47 times more than a co-citizen frorn the
lowest fifth (Datta, Lggl).

The disparity between the rich and the poor is so extensive
because of the governmentts exclusive and consistent concern
with economic arowth. rn most insÈances the prerequisite is
for one to possess some wearth in order to be assisted to
grovr. rn this respect-the rich have enjoyed a wide range of
generous assistance from government such as free disease
control services for big catÈre osrners. unrike the poor,
rich people have access to credit facirities because they
have collaterar security. They can al_so make the required
contributions to acquire financial benefits from such

policies as the Financial- Àssistance policy.

Às if this was not enough, the big farmers have

disproportionately benefited from the drought relief program

and other government aid programs. The case of the Nationar
Development Bank is a good example. The bank has over the
years benefited the rich through large sums of money in the
form of l-oans which $rere not serviced properry. These people

brere later to be rewarded by the writing off of the loans on

the account that they hrere incapacitated by drought to pay

back. This is one way in which government institutions have

continued to serve the elite exclusively.
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whilst the situation calls for urgent action, the government

seems to be insensitive to it" The Destitute policy of l-980,
which is the only piece of legislation designed to alleviate
the conditions of the desperateJ-y poor, is very inadequate
both in scope and varue. rn this respect, the state has not
demonstrated any conmitnent to raising the standard of
living of the poor; instead it has shown its inclination to
entrench the position of the erite in the society.

2.8 Conclusion

This chapter has correctly depicted Botswanars internal
poritical environment as a harmonious one. However,

Botswana's democracy is beset by a number of shortcomings.
ltlhilst national elections are herd every fÍve years, and
whilst five political parties took part in the LgBg general
erections, Botswana remained a de facto one party state.
This i-s so because the ruling party has been in power since
independence in r-966 and it continued to enjoy monopory of
pohrer until in the erections held recently when the
opposition increased their presence in the House to r_3. The
poritical arena does not include a wide spectrum of society
since hromen, Basarwa and other minority groups do not share
in poIítical poþrer.
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on the economic scene, this chapter has shown that whirst at
independence Botswana $ras among the poorest countries of the
world, during the years immediately forlowing independence

the country experienced economic growth of rare proportions.
This growth was initialry attributabre to international aid
and deveropment grants. pastoral- farming arso formed the
traditional back bone of Botswanars economy. The discovery
and exploitation of diamonds in the early Lgjors resulted in
exponential growth of.the economy. currently, the driving
engines of the economy are the diamond and beef industries.

rt has al-so been demonstrated that Botswana's economy racks
diversity and that this has irnprications for the extent of
unempÌoyment in the country, which officially stands at zsz.
rt is possibre that this is an under-estination resurting
from the conservative definition of employment/unemployment.

The high unemployment rate has resulted frorn the rack of a

comprehensive and sustainabre policy directed at ernployment

creation. Beef industry and dia¡nonds have not displayed
conmensurate employment creation capacity.

Botswana is also a highry economicarly stratified society,
where the rich are realry rich and the poor have nothing. Às

noted earlier, more that 50? of the population have no

direct access to caÈtle, and 50å of the national herd is
owned by less than sz of Batswana. The disparities ín the
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distribution of wealth can be understood from the
deveropmental history of Botswana's economy. rt has been

indicated that internationaL aid fostered economic growth
without encouraging and fostering a just and fair
distribution. lrlhen diamonds hrere discovered and some reve]_

of serf-reriance was achieved, the obvious tendency was to
maintain the status quo. For the new government, the
faniliar became tthe vraytt. cornpetition and individual
accumulation continued to be the basis for growth. The rich
enjoyed generous government assistance in various ways and

became richer.

The poor became poorer. Due to the neglect and subsequent
collapse of subsistence arabre farming and due to growing
unernpÌoymentr âfi overwhelming majority of Batswana live in
absolute poverty. The groups which are affected most are the
RÀDS (especially Basarwa), the youth, the elderly and women

(female headed fanilies) " This simpry demonstrates that
Botswana has experienced growth without economic

deveropment. whirst the (cNp) has grosrn considerabry in the
last 28 years of independence, none of it has found its way

into the hands of the disadvantaged and the poor in the way

that the interrerated probrerns of unemployment, poverty,
youth derinquency and housing probrems courd be arreviated.
Economic arowth by itserf will not eliminate these problems

unless it is accompanied by a cornmitment to a just, fair and
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equitable redistributive mechanism supported by
comprehensive social policies.

rn the finar analysis, the disparity between the have and
the have not, the government's preoccupation with economic
growth without economi-c deveropment of the people as welr as
the lack of comprehensive distributive justice have
influenced my view. Throughout the analysis, and in the
recommendations, r take the posítion that the role that
soci-a' work should play in Botswana, among other things, is
to strive for social justice.
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CHAPTER 3

3.0

This chapter examines the development of sociar work
practice and social work education in the Third lr7or]_il

countries. rt arso briefry touches on issues of policy
development in these countrÍes, and makes specific reference
to Botswana- The chapter concludes that sociar policy,
social work practice methods and social work education in
the developing countries hrere designed to meet the needs of
the populations of the deveroped countries and that they
htere transmitted from the west to the Third hrorrd countries.
This chapter arso reviews the theoreticar underpinning that
has influenced the transmission of these policies, practice
rnethods and forms of education. This is the modernization
theory. The major assumption of this theory is that the
problems faced by peoples of the !{est and of the Third Worl_d

differ only in degree and not in kind. Àccordingly, it
concl-udes that the solutÍons are similar. However, when we

review the western definitions and practice of sociar work
with the view to assessing their conpatibility with the
problerns that social workers are faced with in the
developing counÈries, wê note that the problems are
different and conclude that approaches to solve them must be
different- Finally, this chapter examines the rnethods

through which this western orientation was brought about.
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The three most obvious methods are
or expert advice and t{estern styled

colonialism, consultancy

social work education.

3.1- Theoretical perspective

Modernisation theory herps us to put into perspective the
adoption of western styled poricies and practices by
countries of the Third worrd. This theory contends that the
interests of the deveroping countries require them to become
rfmodernisedrr, and to adopt attitudes and patterns of sociar
behaviours that are more like those in the North and Europe
(Jones, 1990). The moder- arso fosters the belief that
lvestern ideas and practices are superior and worthy of
emulation (Midgley, Lggj_).

The rnodernisation view embodies many powerful assumptions
which have greatry infruenced underdeveropnent in the Third
Í'lorrd countries. The most basic of these assumptions is that
the probrems in the deveroped and deveroping countries are
different in degree and not in kind, and that the solutions
are essentially similar. The other important assumption is
that the newry independent countries need not onry to be
assisted financiarry but they aÌso need to be guided
technologicarly to achieve the necessary modernisation
(MacPherson' L9g2). Às a result, according to Hoogvelt
(1,978) ' all the modernisation theorists have in common the
berief that the developing countries wiLr ultirnately (and
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inevitably) take on the characteristics of the developed
countries because of the diffusion of the western economic
and technologicar processes and because of the compatible
societal- structures.

However, there are theorists and scholars who hold a
different and someti¡nes antithetical view. Firstly, the
modernisation theory blames the victirns of underdeveropment
by locating the causes of their problens in the curtures of
the peopre of the Third worrd countries. The theory fails to
recognize the orígins of impoverishment and deprivation in
the Third world, part of which can be traced back to the
history of coroniar oppression and exploitation, which was
characterized by the extraction of wealth from the coronies
by countries of the west and the North (Macpherson, r_982).
This robbed the Third world of the very means to deverop
economically.

second, the insistence on the Third worr_d communities to
adopt western values as a prerequisite for transformation is
rejected as a form of cuttural imperialisrn (Midgley, 19Br_).
continuous subordination and control of the former coronies
by the developed nations is arso achieved through the
conditions which are attached to the development aid given
to these Third worrd countries. The developing countries
need to adopt or develop policies which ensure economic
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groütth and sociar development, and they need capitar to
achieve this end. This puts the Third worrd at the mercy of
the dictates and fate of the capitalist west and of the
equally exploitative Eastern bloc.

sociar planning in developing countries often adopts the
modernisation approach. Thus, policies, programs and
standards are imposed on the Third world communities, and
there is a lack of fit beÈween them and the rocal_ poriticar,
econornic and curtural crimate. As a resurt, it is difficult
and sometimes impossible to imptement such poricies and
programs. Therefore, it can be argued that the prirnary
motive for copying these policies is to appear rcivilised'
or rrmodernrr in the eyes of the outside worl_d. As argued in
chapter 4 ' the motÍve is arso economic. The state makes

economic savíngs by opting for poricies which invorve
minimal spending; if the policy cannot be implernented, so be
it- À very good example of such a policy in Botswana, is the
children's Act of r-980, which wirl be discussed in some

detail in chapter 4 and 5.

3.2 lilestern tiodels in the Tlrird tilorld:
À Ouestion of Compatibilitv

vari-ous writers have offered definitions of professional
sociar work as it is perceived and practiced in the
developed countries of the west. Goldstein (],g73) defines
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social work as a form of sociar intervention which enhances,
conserves and augrments the means by which persons,
individually and/or colrectively, can resor_ve disruptions in
their social existence. He sees the main objective of social
work as the management of social 1earning. rrThe attainment
of professionar purpose is denoted ín those changes that
take place in the behaviour of persons and in how this
behaviour is manífested in social and interactional
environmentsrf (p.6)

According to pincus and Minahan (Lgz3), the purpose of
social work is four-ford. rt is to (1) enhance the probrem-
solving capacity of people, (Z) Iink people with systems
that provide them with resources, services and
opportunities, (3) promote the effective and humane

operation of these systems and (4) contribute to the
development and improvement of social policy (p.g). They
furt'her identify three characteristics of social work frame
of reference to be:

(1) Perforrning rife tasks: The profession's concern here is
with the various tasks that different sociar situations
require the individual to perform in order to realize his or
her own values and aspirations and to alleviate his or her
di-stress.

(2) Social workers
facilitate the individuarrs interaction with resource
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systems. The rnajor task of sociar workers is to identify
factors, ê.g" ignorance or some pathological behaviours that
may inhibit or frustrate the individuars' ability to
interact with the resource systems. The workers then work
towards linking the clients with the resources.
(3) The practitionerrs attention
is drawn to finding the relationship between individuals'
rrprivate troublesrt and the ttpublic issuesrr. private troubles
occur when an individual- feels that the values which helshe
cherishes are threatened. Àn issue is when significant
numbers of people are affected.

These definitions of sociar work have a lot in common.

First, they have an individuaristic view of sociar work
practice in that sociar workers help individuals within the
context of their unique difficulties. Emphasis is put upon
individual pathologicar behaviours which inhibit people's
functional interactÍon with others and their abirity to have
access to and enjoy the resources which presumably exist
within their environment. The purpose of social $rork,
therefore, is to assist the clients to acquire new knowredge
and new patterns of behaviour which disposes the individuals
toward more effective means of functioning (Gordstein,
1'973) - The new patterns of behaviour wilr supposedly also
enable the crients of social work to cope with the stress
brought about by rapid sociar change. second, the conmon
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assunption behind these definitions is that resources exist
in the environment. The task of the social work profession,
then, is to dear with individualrs ignorance about either
the existence of the resources and/or how the resources can
be attained- pincus and Minahan (Lg73) point out that
private troubl-es become public issues when considerabre
numbers are affected. sociar workers may need to act on
behalf of the crients to justify the need to expand the
services. This denotes the advocacy rore of social workers.
However, in the final analysis, social work practice that is
based on the above definitions is by and large treatment-
oriented- rt is there to be put into active use when

probrems exist, which are berieved to be amenabre to sociar-
psychologicaJ_ treatment.

The newest sociar work readings also share the same view of
social work practice. Girbert, et. ar. (r.9go) see the two
major parts of sociar work's concern as (1) to provide
direct intervention to herp people solve their probrems and
(2) to manage the institutions of welfare. writing in LgBg,
cornpton and Galahray regard the role of social work as one of
bringing about the fit between the individual and his or her
environment through the use of a range of change strategies.
À'ccording to conpton and Galaway, arl change strategies are
toward nodifying the person-in-situation interaction. The

change strategies are also toward the treatment and
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reforming of dysfunctional transactions between people and
their social and physical environments.

rt is not within the intelrectuar capacity of the schorars
in the dever-oping countries to charrenge the authenticity of
the definitions and views of sociar work as sÈated above. rt
should be accepted as a fact that these views vrere espoused
based on the economic, political, sociar- and cultural
realities of the western societies. what remains at issue is
the wholesale transferability of these practice moders to
the countries of the Thírd world. unfortunately, there
exists a berief among sociar work practitioners and
educators, especially in the developed countries that,
values of western soci-al work are shared universalry, and.
that western moder-s of sociar work transcend both the
physical and curturar boundaries. This belief is the driving
po$Ier behi-nd the modernization theory, which assumes that
the probrems of the developing countri-es are the same as
those of the deveroped countries and that the desired
solutions are the same.

However, there has been a strong counter argument to the
modernization view. social workers in the underdeveroped
countries have begun to recognize that western sociar work
is prirnarily concerned with Lhe probrems faced by the peopre
of the west, and that the methods and strategies developed
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to cope with these problens are failing to fit the problems
faced by peoples of the Third world countries. Loewenberg
(1'979, p-i-34) underlines the importance of culture in the
adoption of social work methods, and resents the domination
especially of Àmerican methods in the internationar scene.
He observes that for instance, the concept and definitions
of need developed by American culture and intervention
approaches based on these definitions may not be appropriate
in another cultural setting. Loewenbergrs concern is shared
by many writers incr-uding Macpherson (r-98o), Midgrey (i_g8i_)

and Midgley and piachaud (rgg4), to name but a few. They
share the view that whilst the pathorogies of individual
naladjustment may require amelioration, f,they are of
insignificant proportions when compared to the problems of
poverty and deprivation in deveroping countries,. hunger,
disease, underemproyment and unemproyment, i-nadequate
shelter, landlessness, iJ_Iiteracy and ignorance ...n
(Midgley L98r-, p-1o8) which are faced by peopres of the
Third World countries.

The locus of social work in the developing countri_es does
not rest with social casework. sociar workrs rightfur rore
in these countries is to meet the most basic, physiorogical
needs of the people as encompassed in the above argurnent.
the concern of social work, in the Third world cannot be to
link the clients with resource systems because in most cases
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the systems do not exist. The concern should be to create
these resource systems in the way that best meets the needs
of the people based on the principre of sociar justice.

whilst in the western sense sociar- work is prirnariry
ameliorative and reactive, the approach needs to be

different in the developing countries. rn order to deal_

effectively with the primary problems of the Third worrd
such as poverty and st,arvation, squalid shanty
neighbourhoods, illiteracy, ignorance and underdevelopment,
social- work needs to come out of backstage and take a

proactive position. To maximize the effectiveness of sociar
work in this regard, the community as the starting point
should provide the context. chapter 5 discusses the concept
of community as the context for sociar work practice.

rt is worth noting at this juncture that direct
interventions, of which casework is prevarent, are not the
only branch of social work practice even in the western
sense. social work has another component, which has

experienced fluctuation both in application and enphasis.
This is the social policy component. The rore that social
workers pray in issues of policy is infruenced by the
economic and politicar ideorogicar thinkÍng of the day.
covernments which believe in the state's responsibility for
citizens tend to give the concerns of sociat workers greater
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hreight in policy forrnulation.

chile, before the rgi3 niritary government, offered a good
exanple. Beginning in the nid-1_960's, the social work
profession râras re-conceptualized based on the understanding
that widespread poverty was not primarity a problem of
individual deficiencies but was the resurt of
underdevelopment and inequalities in the distribution of
resources (Jimenez and Aylwin, rgg2). Àccording to Jimenez
and Aylwin, these changes hrere sweeping throughout Latin
America in the mid-tgeos as governments were rethinking
their social, political and economic policies and were
pushing for change. Therefore, the role of social workers in
chile $ras greatly infruenced by the varues of sociar justice
embedded in the chilean society. sociar workers were given a
bigger role to play in polícy planning as professional
consultants. They brere active policy irnprementers in that
their experiences from practice ürere important for poricy
direction in the future.

Although this poricy component of social work has been in
place since in the 1920s and through the r_970s with the
advent of Keynesianisrn, it has been repraced as a dominant
belief in years as successíve governments in the western
countries continued to emphasize the preeninence of
individual origins over structurar origins of social
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problems- As a resurt, there has been a re-emphasis praced
on individual responsibirity and a return to direct
interventions as the dorninant emphasis. when social work
education $ras brought to the deveroping worrd, direct
interventions, especially casework, srere emphasized. rt will
be wrong to suggest that this was because of ignorance about
the importance of the other social work approaches,
especially poricy. This $ras a conscious economic decision by
the Third Wor1d governments.

The poricy component of sociar work needs to take its
rightful place in order that sociar workers can pray a role
in the process of sociar deveÌopment. sociar workers in
Botswana (and in other developing counÈries) need to grow
beyond the role of passive poricy imprementers. They have to
be invorved at the stage of social poricy design. Their
involvement will be ¡nore effective if it is done Ín
cooperation and corlaboration with professionals from other
fields; serving as consultant team to poricy makers (Jimenez
and Aylwin, J,992). This will make social policy more

relevant to the concerns of the marginatized in the society,
particularry if it is animated by the concerns for social
justice as mentioned earlier.
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3"3

Three major methods through which [rtestern models of social
work practice and policy formulation were transpJ-anted into
the developing countries are identified. These are:
coloniarism, consurtancy work and úrlestern oriented social
work education. According to Midgley (1981) western forms of
social work hrere transported to the Third worrd countries
after centuries of colonÍzation and imperiarisn. These
methods and forms of social work practice, Ii_ke the
concomitant economic systems, administrative structures,
educationar and other sociar institutions which vrere
estabrished during the coloniar era survived after
independence. Às in the Dfest, but in an even more aggravated
form, social work in the deveroping countri-es was

conceptualized so as to serve the same dominant eeonomic
interests served by the government.

Further, ât independence most Third worrd countries did not
have skil-led personner to design deveropment strategies and
policies- Àgain experts from the developed countries \â,ere

called in as consultanÈs. These advisors defined objectives
which they berieved the newly independent countries shourd
strive to attain and provided specific policy
reconmendations which they urged the governments of the
Third gitorld to inplement (Midgley j.981, p.45).
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western practice models $rere and stilr are transported to
the underdeveroped countries via sociar work education.
Äcademics from the developed countries continue to be called
in to design and develop social work programs for
universities in the developing countries. This has over the
years created fertile ground for the irnportation of western
models of social work practice and education; the same

textbooks, journals, theories and methods of teaching are
used as in the universities of the west. The teachers either
are citizens of the wesÈ, $¡ere trained in the west or $¡ere
trained by teachers with lrjestern training.

social work education which is inparted to the students of
the Third worrd is based on western values and on western
economic and sociar- structures. policies which sociar_
workers implement in these counÈries are grounded on the
value systems and aspirations of the peoples of the west and
htere largery designed to meet their needs. sociar work
practice models which workers in the Third worrd countries
are trying to imprenent. are based on I{estern definitions of
social work. À cornbination of these factors resurted in what
Loewenberg (L929 ) calIs lrvalue gaprr, resulting from the
inconpatibirity between policies, education and practice
models on the one hand and the problerns faced by the peoples
of the Third world countries on the other hand. Loewenberg
laments that instead of acknowledging and accepting the
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differences between the !{est and the Third worrd, emphasis
was placed on the sinirarities or uniformities of
international social work practice and education.

3"4 Conclusion

This chapter has examined the infruence of developed
countries on the models of social work practice and

education, and policy formuration in the Third wortd
countries. western moders of practice have been transmitted
to the Third lforrd through various means such as

coloniarism, consultancy and hrestern type social work
education. The chapter arso concrudes that there is no
necessary fit between policies and practice models whÍch are
individuar oriented and are based on the values of the west
and the problerns faced by peoples of the Third worId. social
work practice and education in the developing countries need
to be oriented towards the community in order to address the
societal problems such as poverty and underdevelopment.
social- workers must be involved in the creation of resource
systems, which are aimed to optimize the benefits to
individuals, fanilies and the community at rarge. This is
possible through their invorvement not only in policy
implementation but also at policy planning stages.
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CTIÀPTER 4

4 " O SOCTAL WORK PRÀCTTCE ÀND EDUCÀTION IN

This chapter gives an overview of the developmental history
of social work in Botswana. rt first examines the
traditional forms of social werfare and community

development. To this end the chapter will show that social
institutions such as the chieftainship , kgotla', regiments,
initiation schools, the nuclear and extended farniry aIr
worked together to rneet the individual's physiologicar,
psychological, spiritual and social needs in accordance with
the nor¡ns and customs of the society. The chief was the
custodian of the policies, the overarl authority in society,
and the community members $rere the vehicle through which
social welfare, and community development srere ensured.

This chapter arso looks at the earry aspects of modern

sociar welfare and community development practices. There is
virtuarly no l-iterature on this aspect of the di_scussion.
The only comprehensive study was done for a phD Thesís by
Peter wass of Edinburgh university in the i_96ors and the
articre was reproduced into the Botsrdana Notes and Records
in L972- Most of the infor¡nation in this section of the

= Kgotla is a traditional forum for decision making. pLeasesee glossary for details.
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chapter r¡riIl be based on this (wassr) work. The concept of
rrfood for worktt (i.e. people working for food) arises here.
The impact that this concept and that of community
developrnent have had on the development of sociar work wirl
also be reviewed. rt wil-I be seen that instead of community
development deveroping as a ¡neÈhod of social work practice,
the reverse occurred.

The brief history of social work education in Botswana will
also be reviewed. Formal training of community development
officers started in L9z2 at the Botswana Agricurtural
college- The curriculum $ras revised in rg74 to incorporate
some aspects of sociar work training. This development of
sociar work education as a component of community

development has compounded the existing confusion about the
difference between social work and cornmunity deveropment.
The University of Botswana introduced socj-aI work education
in 1985 and currently the schoor offers education at three
levels of certificate, diplorna and degree.

À critical review of the curriculurn will show how the
introduction of sociar work training at the university of
Botswana faired to help sociar work as a profession to find
a clear identity in the context of Botswana and to suggest
relevant direction for practice. The curriculum was designed
Èo orientate the students towards individual casework based



on vtestern moders. The chapter arso notes the current
efforts of the sociar work Department of the university of
Botswana to revise the curricurum in order to identify
practice rnethods and intervention strategies; knowledge and
skiIls which are appropriate to Botswana. Finarry the
chapter looks at the policies which sociar workers are
charged with implementing. The purpose of this is to exami_ne

the extent to which these policies enhance or inhibit social
workers in their execution of professional duties.

4.1

The practice of sociar welfare and of community deveropment
in Botswana predates coronialisrn. Because of a strong sense
of community, social and development problerns vrere

effectivery solved within the framework of the community.
community developrnentar projects $rere carried out through
voluntary efforts of the tribes. The institution of
regiments (mephato) was very instrumentar in community
development- Brown (r-9g3) has referred to mephato as the
executive arm of the chief, observing further that they rtere
often assigned specific tasks such as correcting stray
cattle or constructing a communal dam.

The social welfare of the tribe was also the
of the chief. Individual tribesmen_and_women

trust for the chief. fn exchange, people were

responsibiliÈy

held land in
expected to
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show responsibirity for the society, which could be in a

variety of forms. For instance, during the ploughing season

househords were required to each contribute draught power

in the form of oxen to plough a big communal field (JesotJa)
which was held in trust for the community by the chief.
[fhilst each househord had their own fierd/s to look after,
they were collectively responsible for the Jesotla through
to harvesting. Furthermore, members of the community

contributed some grains from their fields (dikgafeta), which
together with the produce from the resotra ürere stored by
the chief in big storage facilities calIed. difalana or
graineries to be used to assist those t¿ho for different
reasons would need such assistance. This food was also
redístributed to the members of the community during
drought.

There r¡rere other established ways of assisting the poor.
Those who did not own cattre of their own had cattle loaned
to thern by the chief or other members of the comnunity
(nafisa). rn return for looking after such cattle, they used

them as draught power, used their milk, and. ate their meat

when they r{rere dead. However, they courd not sell thern.

There was arso a system of majako, whereby those members of
the community who did not have lands to plough, did not
plough their landsr oF did not have a good harvest helped in
their neighbourst fierds in exchange for some part of the
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harvest. The Botswana society also had a strong
brotherly/sisterly sense of sharing, so that neighbours in a

ward, r,'lho mostly hrere related in some wây, hrere expected to
share.

There was also traditional forms of child welfare system.
Those fa¡nilies who had more chirdren than they could care
for placed them within the cornmunity in what today can be
termed foster parenting and adoption. Members of the
extended families hrere arways willing to accept and care for
these chíldren in a way that they did not rose contact with
their biological parents or lose their identity. orphans
hrere cared for by members of the extended fanities according
to an established order of responsibility. That is, caring
for children was the responsibility of the famÍties as wer_r-

as of the eommunity at 1arge. As a result of the
organization of the community and the rore of the extended
family, sociar probrems srere minimized. There was a low
divorce rate, littre or no juvenile derinqueD.y, few cases
of suicide and fewer cases of teenage pregnancies
(Hendenquist, Lggz).

Most of the things cited above have long begun to disappear.
Howeverr Ers Hendenquist (Lgg2) notes, some of the
institutions, for example, kgotTa, chieftainship and
extended family continue to survive today, but they are in a
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much changed form. Brown (1983) also poÍnts out that Rgotla
remains the sore regitinate forum for community decision
making. Ho!'rever, there has been a shift in power asray from
individual chiefs and tribes to form a unitary
adninistration. whilst in the past kgotra was used by Èhe

chief and the tribe, it is now dominated by political
leaders and government officials for community consultation
purposes. rnstitutions such as regiments (nephato) and
initiation schools (bogwera\bojare) have phased out
gradually and only their remnants stitl exist in a very few
tribes or conmunities.

4.2 T".""= of l,Iod"* !I"lf."" .rd Corr*ity

Àl-truism and esprit de corps which $rere communicated through
the spirit of voluntarism continued into the period of
colonialism and beyond. Traditionar ways of riving also
continued to be a cornerstone of Botswana society. However,
with the advent of modernisation, traditionar ways

transformed over tine to embrace modern technorogies. The

first traces of modern development $rere in the nid-2oth
century' with the estabrishment of single-teacher schoors
built by the villagers. Examples are the rsang pilane school
in Mochudi buirt in L923 and the Moeng college in serowe

built in the r-930's (wass, rgz2). This hras a turning point
for the socialization process in Botswana. prior to this
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development, sociarization was done within the family system
and also through the system of bogwera/bojahe (initiation
schoors) " with tine the sociarÍzation rore was taken up by
the formar schoor system. Now initiation schools are al-most
nonexistent.

The British government, which for a long time showed no
interest in the deveropment effort of the peopres of the
protectorate, only became involved at the end of worrd war
ïr. Macpherson (r-992) believes that Èhe ratent motive for
the estabrishment of social werfare in most coronies after
world war rr was to maintaín law and order. According to
Macpherson, the British believed that unless some social
welfare services hrere provided for the returning African
servicemen they would create unrest and threaten her
continued contror of the cor-onies. Hence, ât the end of the
second !{orrd [{ar the Bechuanatand soldiers Benefit Fund was
estabrished to assist in the rehabilitatíon of Èhe returning
soldiers - to herp them re-estabrish themserves in the
community. The assistance was in the form of Loans (later
converted to Grant fund), and the fund operated until the
mid L960. care and sympathy for the ex-servicemen remained a
keynote of sociar welfare in the period t946 to r_960 (wass,
J"e72) .
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whilst the main focus of werfare hras the returning sordiers,
the colonial government was also mininally involved at
community 1eve1. To facilitate adurt education and community
developrnent, a welfare officer was appointed to work within
the Departnent of Education to carry out ra combination of
duties, comprising the forrowíng: scouting and guiding,
Adult and Àudio-visual Education; cases of indigence,.
Bechuanaland Soldiers Benefit Fund; assistance in presenting
of Government point of view to the Àfrican; assisting in
relationship with the press; contríbution of articles to the
press. r! (ürlass, 1-972, p. 93 ) .

wass contends that the coroniar government racked
appreciation of the varue of the work of the werfare
department. Hence, in the period r-959-6i_ the post of welfare
officer lay vacant. The onry trained worker was a werfare
Assistant v¡ho was developing recreational activities for
labourers in the compound of the abattoir in Lobatse. within
this period (1959-6i-) officiar thinking about the
development of sociar welfare and community development was

suspended (ú{ass , t9Z2) .

A werfare officer $ras appointed again in l_961_ and the second
junior werfare officer in the county was appointed and
stationed in the shanty areas of Francistosrn. By then there
hrere only two urban areas in the country (Francistown &

Lobatse) and they contained close to 3å of the population.
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wass outlines the duties of the werfare assistanÈs in the
shanties of these towns at the tine to be:
(a) rehabilitative casework, investigating individual cases
of indigence or other forrns of hardships such as physical
handicaps, and putting these cases in touch with the
relevant authorities where such authorities existed;
(b) group work of palriative nature, recreational
activities, amongst which youth groups featured quite
prominently.

Therefore, the period tg6L-2 saw the devel0pment of
occupational therapy work among long term tubercurosi_s
patients in Francistown. The patients vrere organised into
9roups of women to do needle work and of men to do reather
work- other groups organized were of adurts wishing to do or
to continue adurt education. wass (Lgzz) note that these
activities erere initiated and carried out by members of the
community on voluntary basis. Up to this point the
giovernment showed no interest.

The period between tg62 and r-968 entailed mainry adurt
education through cinema and audio-visuars, deveropment of
youth movements, in particurar, Boys scouts and Girr Guide
movements, the devel0prnent of community centres, and the
creation of nobile team to help communities to come up with
projects in the areas of agriculture, health and education,
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to name but a few. wass notes that the phrase rrcommunity

developrnent' came into use in officiar documents in this
period. An iota of seriousness about the deveroprnent of
community devel0pment was seen in J,g63 when the sociar
service comrnittee accepted a proposal for a scheme that had
two main objectives:
(a) the implementation of a pilot rural community
development project to test the applicabirity of community
development.

(b) the estabrishnent of community development facirities in
Botswana.

To this end, six Batshrana hrere sent to Tanzania for rer-evant
training in r-964, with the intent to invorve them in rurar_
development.

.A,fter the first erections in 1966, a nerâ, ministerial
structure hras estabrished and the Department of community
Development was located in the ministry of Local Government,
and was under the direct supervision of District
commissioners. The department was disbanded and re-organized
into the Department of social and community Deveropment
(s&cD) in 1974. currently the s&cD is under the Ministry of
Local Government, Lands and Housing. However some youth
activities are planned for by the Ministry of Home Affairs
in conjunction wÍth school authorities under the Education
Ministry.
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4"3 Food For Work as the Basis for

The practice of sociar- work in Botswana, especially in the
government circles, has its roots in the concept of ,food
for work.tr Because of the prolonged drought in the J-960rs,
the world Food program assisted on a wide range by donating
food in 196s and 1966. À scheme hras devised whereby some

developrnent projects r^rere impremented using voluntary
intensive labour for which bonus was in terms of food
rations- The overall coordinator of this scheme was a
community Development officer. Therefore the concept of food
for work became synonymous with community development.

when the Department of social and community Development
(s&cD) was created the emphasis continued to be on community
development, which focused on Èhe provision of basic
infrastructure such as roads, schoors, hearth crini_cs, and
dams. The organizing frame continued to be the interrelated
concepts of community deveropment, food for work and self-
reliance or boìperego. For the fact that social welfare
became intrinsicarly associated with food for work and
boipelego, the initial conception of social work in peopre's
nind was narrowly restricted to community

development\.boipeJego. Hence setswana title for a social_
worker - rrl^wa\.Ra-boiperego. osei-Hwedie (J,gg4) contends that
this limited conception of social work inhibited it from
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developing as a distinctive profession which courd be
defined to incrude community deveroprnent as a rnethod of
practice. He adds that rrrnstead, social work was subsumed

under community development and hence lost its Ídentity and
criticai- role in national- developmentrr p.9.

The incorporation of some aspects of sociar work into the
community development strategy has bred role conflict for
the profession of sociar work. rts rore in the society is
ambiguous at best. The arnbiguity of the rore of sociar_
workers within the l-ocal government authority, âs Ngwenya

(L992) observes, gives rise to the apparent lack of focus,
and l-ack of clearry defined operational_ rerationship between
the s&cD and other government ministries and departments.

The problems which stand out crearry here are that community
development in Botswana has been trivialized and is onry
seen in terms of infrastructure devel0pment; it is not
integrar to economic and social development. second, social
work has a poor separate identity and, where it has an

identity, it is related prirnariry to casework and not a

broader social welfare development.
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4.4

sociar poricy is an outline of the course of action in the
provision of social services at governmentar_ level.
Therefore, social welfare poricy can be conceptuatized as a
systematic auiderine for the society to care for its
members. The choice of the policy objectives refrects the
varues and ideorogy of the decision makers of the day. rn
the words of Reamer (l_993 , p.2\,
ttPubli-_c7y s-ponsored .sociaJ- work actìvitìes are ultÍnatelyshaped by deep-seated beiiefs about the goals or government,t!e- .rig\ts of the eítizens Ín relàlián- t" state, theob7ìgations or the state towards its cÍtÍzens, Lná ,uture ofpoTitical or cìvir-ian rìberty and the nature or sociar-justiee,,

There are two conceptions of sociar welfare which are based
on two opposing philosophicar notions. The residual
conception sees social welfare or services as a response to
emerqency needs of citizens until the traditional sociat
structures such as the farniJ-y and the market place are again
properly working for the individuat. This view of sociar-
werfare is infruenced by the riberat free market economy and
political philosophy which can be better summarized by the
motto rrthe best gtovernment is the least governmentrr.

rndividualts needs are to be met in the market pIace, by
family assistance or charity in that order. covernment
assistance is restricted to when the individuar is rnaked

and starvingtt, is at a minimar rever and stigrmatized.
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on the other hand, there is the institutional approach to
socÍaI welfare which suggests no emergency and no stigrma.
This view accepts sociar welfare as a proper and regitinate
function of the state in facilitating peoplers urge to
achieve self-furfilment (Rochefort, 19g6). The institutionaL
conception of social welfare is infr_uenced by the Keynesian
economic model which ernphasized the importance of grovernment
intervention to barance the Ínterests of the capitarists
with the needs of the less fortunate masses through
redistributive social welfare programs, which, not
incidentalry, hây benefit the econoily, particurarry in
deflationary periods.

on the Àfrican continent, social services are generally
underdevel0ped and governments tend to take a residuar
approach to social welfare. However, the extent to which
states cornmit thernser-ves to the service of the disadvantaged
varies from one country to the other. Ghana is one of the
very few states in AfrÍca which provide benefits for the
unernpl0yed (Jacques, 1-gg3). According to Jacques, south
Àfrica has a better devel0ped social security system than
many other Àfrican countries. rn additions to the compursory
contributory unemploYment benefits, south À,frica offers
state funded old age pensions, disability benefits and child
care benefits- However, during the .Apartheid era most of
these benefits htere enjoyed by the whites excrusj_vefy. !{ith
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Apartheid out of the vray nov,, we believe that they wiII be

open to all South Àfricans. These state funded social
services are subject to a means test.

In Botsvrana none of the services ¡nentioned above are
provided. Social welfare policy in Botswana has been greatly
inftuenced by the neo-conservative thinking, especiaLly by
the thinking of the Thatchêr governnent in Britain in the
1980's whích, after corning to por^rer, rnoved swiftly to reduce
governnent intervention in the market place through the
curtailing of social vrelfare prograns and services.
Àccording to l,tanning (tggz), aLthough the Thatcher
governnent cane to power with a cLear rnanifesto committed to
continued support for the ¡nost vulnerable sections of the
society like the disabled, el-derly, and chitdren, j.n Less

than twelve nonths of the Thatcher government in office,
these groups of people began to experience the first of a

long series of cuts in the scope and value of socíal
securlty benefits. Manníng further notes that governnent,s

intervention was also reduced through the irnposition of
increasingly tight, controls on access to those publicly
funded services and benefits that remained.

Nevertheless, as stated in chapter 2, lLr¡e positive aspects
of Botswanars social services are in health and education in
terns of coverage. Health services in Botswana are provided
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by government. to the entire population at a minimar cost of
P2.00 per visit. chirdren under the age of twelve, pregnant

r.romen and the registered destitute do not pay for these
services" The majority of the people have access to hearth
facil-ities (NDp 7) " EducaLion is also accessibre to the
majority of the population. However, education is not
universar as nearly one third of the chirdren are never
enrolled (Tunruara, 1-gg4t cso,tgg|')" The other shortcorning is
that the education is.not compulsory, and hence, not alr
benefit from it as yet. since secondary schools are not yet
in every community, many children have to live avray from
home to attend.

The two very important social welfare policies which sociar
workers are charged with imprementing Ìdere enacted in the
l-980's- These are the Destitute poricy of Lggo and the
children's Àct of L98i.. These two poricies refrect
conservative thinking in the way they hrere written and/or in
their application. À conscious decision was made to keep any

benefits that accompanied these poticies at a bare minimum.

This is very much consistent with the philosophy that social
expenditure is a drain on public resources and that it
diverts funds from the overriding objective of mobilizing
capital for industrial development (Jones, l_990).
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The Destitute Policy defines a destitute person as one who

is without assets and whose close fanily members cannot, and

will not assist hin or her. This includes those who are not
able to work because of physical or mental handicap, ord

age; orphans and unattached children. The policy was

necessitated by the society's recogrnition that not every

member of the society is always able to care for him or
herself, and, particularly with the breakdown of the
extended family system, the farnily does not and/or cannot

always absorb the care of the indigent member (Local

Government and Lands, i-g8o). The benefits which the policy
confers to individuals and fanilíes are very linited, and

access to them is very restricted. Registered destitute
famiries living in the rural- areas get assistance of p76.00

per month, whilst those in urban areas are entitted to
P60.00. compared with the official poverty datum tine the
destitute assistance is crearly inadequateo. The difference
in benefits is designed to keep people in the rural areas.
Young adurts are generalry not erigibre even if they have no

job and have dependents.

There $rere about 5000 peopre country wide who registered to
benefit from this poricy in i-gg]- (Hendenquist, t-991-). rt
should be noted that this figure represents only a minute

o Datum line for(Statistical Bultetin
Botswana is six.

a family of 6 is
t992, Gaborone).

P284.99 per month.
Àn average family size in
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segrment of the destitute
feature of the Destitute
temporary nature, beyond

responsibility.

population of Botswana. The prÍrnary

Policy is its emergency and

which the state bears no

The children's Àct was enacted in r-9gr-. This poJ_icy was

intended to ensure the protection of chirdren against abuse
and negrect. rt therefore outlines the legar procedures and
responsibil-ities of the parents, guardians and the society
to the children. The Act covers everyone from the time of
birth to r-8 of age. rt provides a broad base for a wide
range of child care servicesi and looking at the document
one can not avoid forming an impression that Botswana has an

elaborate chitd welfare systern.

Part v of the Act addresses the needs of rchildren in need
of carerr, and def ines this category of children to incr-ude
neglected and/or abandoned chirdren and children who are
subjected to physical, psychologicat and morar abuse. The

Act provides that these chirdren will be removed to places
of safety, which the Äct talks about in part vrï. part vrr
also talks about children's homes for the reception, care
and upbringing of the children in need of care; youth
centres, schools of industry for the care and training of
juvenile delinquents who need rehabilitation.
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since the enactrnent of the childrenrs Àct in i_ggi_, there
have been numerous workshops and conferences discussing the
problems faced by the youth in Botswana, and the government
has been cal-Ied upon to impÌernent the werfare and

rehabilitation components of the policy, but to no avail.
Not even the effort to graduarly inplernent the Àct has been
demonstrated.

The question that becomes apparent then is ilwhy the
policy?tt. rt is quite safe to speculate that the chird.ren's
À,ct is not a result of a thorough and objective assessment
of the probrems, needs, priorities and attitudes regarding
child care; the abirity and wirringness on the part of the
qovernment to carry through the different provisions of the
Äct is not crear. The childrenrs Äct of Botswana is an

offspring of, and actual-ly an inportation of the chirdren's
Act that was in place in Great Britain around the 1940s and
has gone through amendments. Furthermore, because the
British child welfare system operates in a different
economic and cultural context, there is a tack of the
necessary fit to make it operational in Botswana.

one very obvious limitation of the chil-drenrs Act is its
fail-ure to recognize and to puÈ in the forefront the rol_e of
the famiJ-y. The Àct does not seek to empower and enhance the
ability of the family and that of the community Èo take full
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responsibility for their children and youth. The rore that
poverty plays in famiry's increased fairure to take proper
care children needs to be recognized. rt is shown in chapter
2 that the chirdren who are more rikely to be in the
streets, or in troubre with the 1aw, are from poor famiries.
rt would therefore be morarry $rrong to suggest that the
affected famil-ies do not want their chirdren home or that it
is the children's choice to be what they are. Therefore,
greater family emphasis is needed, and chird assistance
shourd be offered within the farnily system. The connection
here is that the economic and sociar structures should
enabre the faniries and the community to take appropriate
responsibilíty.

Nevertheless, children's homes may stirr be necessary to
care for orphans who are without guardians and for
unattached children. schools of industry are necessary for
rehabilitation purposes. The government and the society at
large must take greater responsibirity for the youth through
the enactment and imprementation of a youth poricy which is
long overdue.

Àn integrated approach is needed to address the poverty
related family probrens, juvenile derinquency, and youth
problems- This can be achieved by bringing the Destitute
PolÍcy, the children's Àct and the awaited youth poricy
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closer to each other to form a concerted effort toward a

comprehensÍve solution to the problerns of our society. This
is the onry vray bre can avoid the Brazirian scenario, where
because of government's failure put in prace any social
security or chird care system, members of the community are
taking the law into their hands and are riteralry shooting
and killing these children to dear with the overwhelming
phenomenon of street children, (powers, l_990).

4.5

sociar work education is a fairry recent phenomenon in
Botswana. lvhitst the first sociar welfare worker was

appointed by the British government in the earry 1960's, no
formal training took place in the country untir LgTz when

the training of assistant community deveroprnent workers
began at the Botswana Àgricurturar colrege (B.Ä.c. ). The
training was at certificate lever and no specific social
work courses vrere included. rn rg74 the curriculum was

revised and a few social work courses were introduced. The
program was then renamed certificate in sociar and cornmunity
Development. This way, some sembrance of sociar work
education found its way into the doninant community
development moder at the rever of formal training (Ngwenya,

1992). Ngwenya contends that this was a rrmarriage by
defaulttt whích inevitably placed social work training and
practice within the confines of comrnunity development. This
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faurty start of sociar work education has contributed to the
current failure in the minds of people to distinguish
between sociar work and community deveropment, food for work
(drought relief) and setf-reliance (boipelego).

The university of Botswana started training social workers
in l-985 witn a two year Diplorna program (DSI,{). ïn the same
year the sociar and community Development training program
was transferred from B.A.c. to the university of Botswana,
and it became known as certificate in social hrork (cst{). The
csw and DSW programs run two academíc years. The first
bachelor of social work degree (BSvt) intake was in l_986 and
the program runs four years.

According to the current mission statement of the department
of social work at u-B., the certificate and the Diploma
proqrams are more practicar in their orientation whire the
degree program includes more theoretical content as wer_r_ as
a number of sociar science courses. The certificate program'
provides basic knowledge and skirrs of sociar work methods
to enable graduates to practice as assistant social workers.
certificate holders are by definition paraprofessionar_s. The
Diplona program educates students for basic professi_onar
practice in social work, and enables them to operate at
niddre management positions (Departrnent of sociar erork,
u.B- ). The degree program prepares the graduates to operate
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at a level higher than that of the diploma graduates. Both
the diploma and BSlil programs are considered 'rprofessionar'
programs.

4.6

social work education in Botswana, as in many other
developing countries, is infruenced by practice knowledge,
values and skilrs from the developed countries, especialry
the united states. This has caused increasing concern among

local educators regarding the transferability,
appropriateness and adequacy of this western oriented social
work education (Hanmond, r-9gg). Ngwenya (Lggz) refers to
this as the rragony of irrelevancer. Midgrey ( r-g8i- ) carrs it
ttprofessional imperialismfr .

rn order that $re may better understand this state of things,
it is important that we revisit the brief history of social
work education in Botswana. À concrete analysis of
curricurum deveropment for the university of Botswana has
been offered by Hutton (i.994). when the social work
departrnent was established at the university of Botswana

most of the staff had been educated in the west and their
initial conception of what constituted social work training
vtas influenced by their own l{estern orientation. Hutton
notes that the first external examiner, who came from the
u-s.À-, reconmended a program structure which duplicated the
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cswE curriculum required in the u.s.A,. for accreditation.

.After examining credentials of professors and programs

designed before her assunption of office at the university
of Botswana, Hutton (i-994) concrudes that the first
professor and head of the social work Department, rike the
first acting head, had a strong background Ín psychology and
that he saw social work as primarily concerned with rneeting
the needs of individuals. As such 'he designed a degree
program which was firnJ-y rooted in sociar sciences, (p.o)
Furthermore, Furbríght schorars from the u.s.A. and other
members of the department (also educated in the west) taught
whatever they brought with them. Hence the courses taught in
the social work methodorogy focused prirnarily on casework
based on the western (Ànerican) theoretical notions.

As a result social work in Botswana suffers from conceptual
confusion and practical dífficulties. rt is therefore
critical that sociar work education curriculum development
in Botswana must give adequate attention to finding its
ideological underpinnings, phÍtosophical base and must
develop crear pedagogicar assumptions (Hanmond, 19BB). The

main thrust that develops is that it shourd be broadly
grounded on the rocal socio-economic, poritical, curtural
and demographic circumstances. rt is in this general spirit
that the university of Botswana social work departrnent has
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begun a systematic review of the curriculum with a view,
among other things, to answering the question rhrhat do we

need to teach in order to enabre the students to make

appropriate professional judgenents for social work practice
in Botswana?rr (Hutton tg94, p.g). The review involves a

critical Look at practice needs and situations which can be
among the considerations guiding the curriculum development,
efforts.

ïn this respect the department identified community based
pracÈice as the starting point and curriculum organizer.
Àccording to Hutton (ibid), this organizing frame derives
from the recognition that com¡nunity provides the context for
social living and for identity. rn this context, the
community is seen as the primary source for meeting the
individual's needs. sociar issues in Botswana such as
poverty and unemployment, rural - urban migration, rapid
social change, adorescent pregnancy, derinquency and family
breakdown, to mention but a fehr, are primariry community
probrerns (Hutton I tgg4). rt goes without saying that central
to the resorution or atleviation of these probrems is the
economic and political empoererment of the community.
Therefore, one of the important frames of reference for
social work education in Botswana is to enable the graduates
to work for greater measure of social justice and social
development, which is the second aspect of social work
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education in Botswana. sociar change is the third aspect of
sociar work practice that social work education shourd
strive to achieve.
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5.1- Issues of Fit Between Social lìlork

Practice Ànd Educational preparations

CIIAPTER 5

5.O DATÀ ÀT{ALYSTS

The resurts presented in this chapter are based on a total
of 50 respondents, who are in four categories of 3o workers
(15 diplomates and r-5 baccalaureates) and r_o students
comprised of 5 degree aspirants and 5 diplona aspirants.
other respondents are 5 managers and 5 sociar work
educators. Às outlined earlier, the data wirr be presented
in thenatic form. euotations wirl, in most part, be used
extensively in order to enhance the preservation of the
authenticity of the data as much as possible.

The ldentified problems of the Social WorkClients in Botswana: The Workers' Views

The biggest probren that social workers have to deal with is
poverty/destitution. Eighty-three per cent (B3z) of the
workers identified poverty/destitution as the number one

problem in their areas of operation (table t ).

Poverty is defined in relative terms. The rerative
deprivation exists when a person cannot afford the minimum

required for sociar (as distinct from merery physicar)
survival within the realm of their social environment. rt is
defined in terms of the individuars, or families' economic

situations in comparison with their respective poverty datun
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lines. The relative view of poverty recognises that what
people actually value is not simpry their bodily existence,
but also their existence as socially significant persons,
abl-e to honour their family, societar and cornmunity
obligations (Jones , j-ggT, pp.36).

on the other hand, destitution is defined ín absol-ute terms.
The destitute policy defines a destitute as an individual
who is without assets- Examples of assets are given as inter
alia, livestock, land and cash. rn many instances this
definition is not confined to individuars, but it fits
families because farnilies form a support base for members.
hlhen farnilÍes are impoverished, the conditions are
¡nanifested in the standard of living of their members. rt is
with the absolute form of poverty, i.e. destitution, that
the s&cD as an agency seems to be concerned. However, the
respondents do not confine theÍr responses to destitution
because they do not see their work to be restricted to it.
They dear with people who are in poverty at different revers
in a continuum. Hence, for the rnost part, the discussion
refers to poverty. The respondents use the term destitution
mostly when referring to the registered destÍtute. However,
the two terms are sometimes used interchangeably.
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Table t-

The Order of problerns as Identified

Poverty J. d. Others Total
No. Z

25 83

No" Z

27
No. Z

3 l_0

No.

30

z

L00
J.d = Juv e enquency

The second biggest probrem identified is juvenire (youth)
derinquency. whilst ority 7z of the workers have cited
juvenile delinquency as the major probrern in their areas of
operation (tabre l), z2z of the r¿orkers who have identified
poverty as the main probtem have named juvenire delinquency
as the second biggest problern (tabte 2). Table L, as read
with table 2 show that z3eo of the workers lnterviewed have
mentioned juvenire delinquency as at reast one of the two
biggest problems in their areas.

Tab1e z

The distribution of problems identified as problem 2

After Poverty J. d. Others None Total
Poverty

J. d.

Others

TOTÀL

N,/A L8 3 4 25

2 N./Ä 0 2

0 1 2 3

2 1,9 5 4 30
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There are two definit.ions of juvenile delinquency, which can
be used interchangeably for the purpose of this report. The
first definition is the legar one and the second is
contextual.

The legal definition of juvenile detinquency refers Èo

anybody between the ages of i-4 years and r-B years, who is
found guilty of a criminal offence (chirdrenrs Àct, i.ggi_).
The contextual definit,ion derives from the prescriptive,
normative views of the appropriate behaviour. This
definition of course includes the youth who are invol-ved in
criminal activities. However, it also includes the youth who

are doing nothing crirninar in the regal sense but are merely
involved in activities which are out of accord with accepted
behaviours such as drinking and snoking at tender ages,
hanging around bars and night clubs, and praying truant.
This set of youth behaviours can be better surnmed in one

word trrebelliousnessr or boitaoro/boganana in vernacurar.
Most of the respondents appear to attach the normative
definition to their undersÈanding of juvenile delinquency.

r should point out that poverty, especially in the urban
areas, breeds numerous underlying problems such as abuse of
alcohol (traditional brew), spousal abuse, incidents of
prostitution and a host of criminal behaviours. However, a
most of the respondents in this research have indicated that
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they deal with these phenomena

with poverty. The phenomena are
reLated to deprivation.

less frequently than they do

generally regarded to be

on the other hand, youth delinquency is on the increase both
in the rural and urban areas because of a combination of
factors including high popuration growth rates and the
preponderance of children under the age of l_5 years. There
is also high school dropout rates. According to Tummara

(L994) nearry one third of the people ageit 5 years and over
have never been to school. of the children who have been to
school, nearly 55? drop out of schoor, a significant number
dropping out before they reach standard z and,/or Form 1

(Tummara L994, p. i.1). Most of the children comprete their
junior high school around the ages of r-5 years and because
of rinited spaces at high school level, coupred with rimited
opportunities for enployment, most of them end up roaming
the streets- There is arso a visibre lack of recreationar_
facilities for the youth. Therefore, sociar workers have to
contend with a host of youth probrems that result, incruding
youth derinquency which workers see as one of their main
tasks.

rt is also important to note that the respondents in the
category (workers) base their responses on the problems as

they see them where they are. However, there are those who
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have worked

on practice
1n

TN

more than one place and are able to reflect
other areas of the country.

The workers in the rural areas are more likely to identify
poverty as the main problern their agency is dealing with
regardress of in which vilrages they are stationed. This is
so because of the rerative economic homogeneity of the
populations in the rural areas.

on the other hand, urban populations tend to be more

stratífied and segregated according to their economic

status. Äs a resurt, the social workers in the urban areas
are faced with two different sets of probrems according to
the strata of the community in which they are working. The

problems are more of poverty and destitution nature in the
impoverished areas and the more personar and behaviorar
nature in the more affruent areas. Therefore, the people
working among the more affluent populations, especialry in
urban areas, are less rikely to identify poverty as the main
problem.

^Are the Interventions Appropriate?

rt is in order, ât this juncture, that the s&cDrs response
to the prevalent problems which have been identified by the
respondents should be described. Às alluded to earlier,
poverty appears to be the biggest problem that the s&cD has
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to deal with country wide. The basic assistance available is
food stuffs to the tune of p60.00 per month for the urban
registered destitute and p76.00 per month for the rural
ones- Àccess to the assistance is based on a very strict
needs test in accordance with the definition of a destitute
given above and in the earrier chapters of this paper.

The provi-sion of counsellÍng is the intervention strategy
that the agency uses to deal with juvenire derinque'Cy, as
well as with the ctuster of problerns referred to by the
respondents as intrafamily problems.

counselling is also employed by some of the workers as a
strategy to deal with the probrem of destitution. However,
when the respondents make reference to the destitute
assistance, they are referring to the food handouts.

The respondents who cited poverty as the rnain problem think
that their intervention strategy is not appropriate. This
view is represented by 642 of this category of respondents
(table 3).
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ïnterventions are

Àppropriate

(16) 642 ( r-r_ ) 61_?

(e) 362 (7) 3eZ

( 2s ) 1_00? ( r-8 ) L003

Table

Appropriateness fnterventions

The respondents belieúe that the intervention creates
dependency. fhis means that the assistance onty enables
peopre merery to continue to exist whire their conditions do
not improve. There is persistent reference to the lack of
the economic rehabilitation component in the destitute
assistance package.

By dependency the respondents also mean that peopre are
becoming increasingly dependent on the food rations. The

reci-pients feer that they are herpless and have rost control
of the situation. They feer economicarry too handicapped to
recover" This becomes a serf-fulfilring prophecy as the
spirit of self reliance begins to dwindle. For instance,
statements such as ttZhe intervention creates dependency* and
tt rt has ki77ed the spirit of serl relianeefr are common

throughout the responses. some workers have observed that
some of their clients have become comfortable with the rabel
t'destitutett as they are assured of continued nonthly
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government assistance. Às a resurt, the respondents feel
that the destitute assistance program is fairing to address
the problem.

The majority of the workers arso feer that the destitute
assistance has not encouraged or resurrected the spirit of
voluntarism which continues to die away. There is a concern
amongl the workers that people are starting to be self-
serving and too preoccupied with their every day existence.
This means that when the peopl_e are poor, they are
dispirited and are not likely to be wirring to participate
j-n voluntary community projects. one worker put this in a

more concise manner ì ,,people are no Jonger keen to work for
no ìnmediate personal returns.,'He added that

,,f.1? 
.on7y connuníty projects which the people arewiL7.ing to be involvèa ln are the droug-ht velietprojects because or the wage attached, meagre as itis."

on the other hand 362 of the workers believe that the
intervention strategy that their agency has in place to deal
with the probrem of destitution is appropriate (tabre 3).

^About two subcategories can be identified within this main

line of thinking.

The first subcategory is of those whose agencies have

limited the destitute assistance to the erderly, and to the
physically and the mentally disabled individuals. They argue



that their crients cannot be rehabiritated because of their
disabilities or age. According to them, the only possibre
assistance is the provision of food, and of clothing and
shelter where necessary and if availabre. À comrnon feature
in this subcategory of respondents is their quickness to
identify the tendency of the able bodied and young

relatives, or even chirdren of the registered destitute or
Itclientsrr to depend on the destitute rations. There are
common statements such as:

"The assjstanee we give
sometimes Lazy membêrs
who do not want to workrations.t,

to our clients is enough, butof their families and rêlatives
depend on these destjtute

The respondents are failing to understand this tendency from
the point of view that with the high r-evet of unemproyment,
these reratives are usually as destitute as the registered
individual. These may include grandchíldren who are often
left behind by young parents as they go to the urban areas
to look for employment which is usually not availabl_e.

The second subcategory within the respondents who think that
their agency intervention is appropriate is of those who

argue that the destitute assistance is only a temporary
measure. whilst their agency assistance goes beyond the
elderly and the disabled, this group think that laziness and
unwillingness to work is the root cause of poverty. Âs a
resurt they believe that individual counsetling is necessary
to dear with the individuat maladjustment. Mininal provision
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of basic food stuffs is necessary whirst counserling is
being provided. The assistance should be kept as
unattractive as possibre to discourage dependency on it. ït
is easiry noticeabre that these respondents are
inappropriately assuming that jobs are abundant and that
people simply do not want to work. Äpparently this is the
prevailing view of the policy makers and government readers.

Five of the workers (L7e") identified either juvenire
delinquency or intrafamily problems (cat,egory others) as the
major set of problerns in their operation areas (table 2).
Â'11 these workers believe that their agency intervention
strategy, which is the provision of counserling services, is
approprÍate.

The common denominator here ís that these workers are in
towns/cities and they operate in the geographic locations
where the residents are not as directly affected by poverty
on a large scare. For exampre, one is in a mining town where
onry employees and their dependents are arlowed to reside.
Destitution is usualry not an issue in such a place. others
are in praces rike Gaborone, in the parts of the city which
are not afflicted by poverty. Às a resurt, according to the
respondents in these areas, counselring is arl that is
needed- These workers have responded with confidence that
counselling has worked for most of their clients. Hor.rever,
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it should be remembered that this is onry a minute
percentage of the totar respondents and they are operating
amonq a numerically small population of people.

This must not be misconstrued to mean that there are no
family probrems or juvenile derinquency íncidents in the
poor segments of the cities/towns and in the rurar areas.
They do exist, but are overshadowed by the overriding
probrern of destitution which is affecting peoples in these
areas almost universarly. Àgainr âs demonstrated berow,
juvenile delinquency and other probrems are generally
regarded to be the outgrowth of unemployrnent and Èhe

resulting poverty.

A majority (6i'z) of the workers who have listed juvenile
delinqueDCy, defined both legally and contextualry, as the
second biggest probrem after poverty, attribute the problern
directry to poverty in the families invor-ved. Research
across the cuttures has shown that the children from poor
families are more prone to displaying derinquent behaviours,
and these respondent,s observations confirn it (prease refer
to table 3).

These workers believe that the most important factor which
influences the behaviour of these chirdren is their living
conditions- one worker interviewed in one of the urban
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areas connented that

"Tþ?y Tive in crowded househojds where sometimes thechiTdren and the adurts have to sreep together Ín asma77 shack- rn most instances these chiidren,santisociar behaviou, i1 a product or the aenielypopuTated, poverty strÍcken and crime riddenneighbourhoods in- whìeh they Jive.i,
Another worker, sharing these sentiments, states that in a

many cases these chirdren commit petty theft to get money to
buy food and clothing, and sometimes even to pay rent. other
workers within this category blane these children's
situation on the absence of a chird care regisration, and
resent that the childrenrs Àct serves no purpose in this
respect.

The majority of the workers who link juvenile derinquency to
poverty think that their agency intervention is not
appropriaÈe. They are not content with the belief of their
agency that these children can be counserred to cope with
the hardships in their homes. These workers believe that the
agency intervention shourd be geared towards rnaking the home

an economically secure prace for the chirdren to rive
without having to fend for themselves.

They arso think that their training was not appropriate for
the purpose of dealing with these problems.

The remaining 392 of the workers who risted juvenire
delinquency as the second biggest problem after destitution
do not make any rink between the two problerns. They
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attribute juvenile delinquency to different factors which

may not necessarily be rerated to poverty, such as unstable
families, peer group pressure and sometirnes behavioral
naradjustment of the youths invoLved. consequently they
berieve that. juvenile derinquency and other intrafamiry
problems can be sorved through the provision of counselling
services (tabre g) " Hence they wourd rike the status quo to
be maintained.

They think that their training Ì.ras appropriate for the
purpose of offering the counserl-ing they berieve to be

necessary.

!ùas Training Appropriate?

Forty-eight per cent (48>") of the 25 workers who have

identified poverty as the najor probrem think that their
training was not appropriate (tabre a). The reasons for this
conclusion are varied. First, according to these

respondents,

"The training was organized around the individualised
casework method. rt was based on the assumption thatthe resources existed in our wotking envirónment andthat our task would be to assess the índividuars and
pTace them in the appropriate werlare programs such asthe homes for the elderly.,,

Additionarly, the workers felt that because most of the
instructors came from the western countries, inevitably they

based their examples on thej-r knowledge and experiences from

the west. Hence not only were Èhe theories based on the
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western experiences, practice moders were also western. A

very concerned worker lamented that
"rf ease studies from the tieLd had been used orexampres drawn form the fierd, that wourd have given usan ins.ight into tJre issues ¡r¡e were going to racá aspractitioners .,,

Furthernore, they felt that the training was such that they
would better function as counserlors. Most of them made it
clear to their agency supervisors that they expected to be

assigned to do casework. "rn ract r made it el-ear to my

supervìsor on my arrivaT ,here that ï had been trained as a
caseworker." There was a consistent reverberation of
statements 1ike

"The training was designed for peopTe to work withprobTems that require counseilìng,- when Ín ract themain probTem here is either poveiLy or other problemsrelated to poverty.,,

TabIe

Appropriateness Training

4

of

one worker,

training was

conceding with a1l the others that
too theoretical and abstract, and

their
lacked

Training is
Appropriate

(12) 48eo (10) 562

(12) 48eo (6) 332

(1) 42 (2) LZ

( 25 ) 1-ooZ ( 18 ) l_00å
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practical relevance conmented that:

"r onry rearnt to dear wíth the probrems ín the rierdthrough experience. To soLve the'.probiem of poverty wecannot deai with peopre on índivi-duai basís. we need todeaT with the-probren at the community levei øit- tnecontmunity methods of ìntervention werè not provided tous during trainifrg.,,

Another 4Bz of the 25 workers who identified poverty as the
major problem think that their training sras appropriate for
them to deal with the problem (tabre 4). rt shourd be noted
that the percentage of the workers who hord this view is as
high as that of those who hord an opposing view that the
training was not appropriate. The reasons espoused by the
former category of respondents wirl be exprored berow.

From the outset, it needs to be stressed that a rnajority of
the people in this category are of the view that counselling
can sorve problems that poverty brings to the famiries. They
not only think that their training was appropriate, but also
that their agency intervention is appropriate. The statement
that

nDuring .training we were taughtpracticing it here. Casework- ìsdestitute to see the need to do
themseTves.,'

shows how these respondents appreciate the marriage between
their training and practice, which is grounded on the
individualized intervention methods.

casework, and we are
appropríate to help the
somethíng for
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some of the respondents in this category berieve that
rnaterial things must be provided to alleviate the conditions
of their clients. I{hile they think that their training was

appropriate to deal with the probtem of poverty and

deprivation, they argue that

"The probTem is that my agency does not have adequateresources to assjst the poor.r,

The essence of thÍs statement is that the inadequate policy
entitrernents for Èheir clients makes thern (the worker)
unabre to perform their role adequately. That is, the
probrem was not their training but the inadequate policy
development.

Yet other respondents took a very moderate position. They

believe that training onry provides a broad base and that
the individual workers should have initiative and 1earn more

on their oûün. "what is needed is ror the workers to have a
7itt7e more inÍtiative.,, Because of the absence of any

visible progress in their efforts to deal- with the problems

of the poor, the workers holding this view are apt to blame

themselves for racking the necessary creativity. one of such

workers responded: "l{e have not started anything here, but
as -I said, we need to be ínnovatíve.,,

There is contradiction in the responses of some of the
workers who have said that their training for the purpose of
dealing with the problem of poverty was appropriate. There
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is some inconsistency in their responses to the second part
of the question, which relates to the adequacy of their
training. Their ans$rers to this part of the question incrude
comments which negate the varidity of their responses to the
first part. some of the comments hrere as follows:
"Ilost of what we did was theory, and not much practiee.', one

worker observed that:

"when you go into the work situatÍon ìt is a different
atmosphere aLtogether . ìilost of the tÍme you haveto abandon what you have rearnt and depend on your
experìence.,,

rn addition to these sentiments, the some of these workers
tarked about the conspicuous absence of community work
methods from their training, which they resented. These

respondents are not unequivocal about their feelings that
the training was appropriate. rn fact, their comments sound

strongly supportive of the view that the training was not
appropriate. This rnight be an indication of the rack of
clarity about either what they were taught or what they
learned. rt may also be a result of their narrow mandate in .

their agency which does not arrow them to imprernent most of
their learned knowledge and skil1s.

Àt this juncture r wish to point out that the respondents in
the workers category must be understood within the context
of the fact that they graduated between l_987 (first social
work graduates from the university of Botswana) and l_993

when the ord curricurum was taught. That is, most of the
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peopLe in the category ¡fworkersrr based their responses on

the program which was firmly grounded on behaviorar
sciences, and was not proper for Botslrana.

The responses of the workers who identified juvenire
delinquency as the second biggest problem after poverty are
presented in tabre 4, and may be seen in the same right as

pointed out above. Fifty-six per cent (s6z) of them do not
think that their training hras appropriate for the purpose of
solving the probrem. some of these respondents question the
relevance of casework to the sotution of youth delinquency.
These are the people who have been cited above to be

attributing juvenile delinquency to economic deprivation and

thinking that their training should have been geared toward
solving the root cause, which is poverty.

However, a srord of caution is necessary here. whilst youth
delinquency can mostly be attributed to high rates of school
dropouts, youth unernployment, child-poverty and boredom,

other causes such as dysfunctional famil-ies and peer group

pressure need to be considered. Therefore, counserling may

arso need to be considered as an intervention tool.

others in this category do not necessarily question the
rel-evance of casework but they think that their training was

too theoretical and racked the practical skill deveropment
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component. one noted that they used case studies from
Àmerican situations which hrere not relevant to the local_

conditions.

some of the respondents in this category argued that the
content of their training in respect to youth delinquency
was not very relevant, âs one of them complained: rwe

discussed too much abnormal psychology. rt

The other 33å of the workers who identified juvenire
delinquency as the second rnajor problem after poverty are of
the view that their training was appropriate to dear with
the probrem. Like the ones who hold the same view with
respect to the problem of poverty, these respondents believe
that all what is needed is counselling. Therefore, they feel
that the training hras proper because it was organized around
casework.

There is a fair amount of consistency between

appropriateness/inappropriateness of intervention and

appropriateness/inappropriateness of training. For instance,
the 5 workers who identÍfied juvenire delinquency or
intrafamily problems as the main problem think that their
training prepared them to deal- with the problems. rn
addÍtion to all the respondents in this category believing
that their intervention is appropriate, 602 of them (3 out
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of 5) think that their training was appropriate. They
appreciate that adequate tine was devoted to casework.
However, they resent Lhat counserring was not done in
sufficient detail.

Further, 9 of the 25 workers who cited poverty as the main
probrem think that their agency intervention was

appropriate. The majority of them (Z or 7BZ) also think that
their training $ras appropriate.

On the other hand, of the 25 people who cited
poverty/destitution as the main problem and think that the
intervention is not appropriate, fifty-six per cent (s6z)
think that training was not appropriate. onry 31å think that
training hras appropriate and l-3? did not say.

rnterventions which are taught during training are
internarized and regarded as arl that there is by the new
graduates- Therefore, when the carr of duty demands a
dífferent approach from the one to which the workers have
been oriented by training, they are affected by anger and
frustration. À,s arluded to earrier, a considerabre number of
the workers who cited poverty as the main probrem in their
areas were of the opinion that their training had been
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appropriate for the purpose of this problem. These people

expressed their satisfaction with casework as the approach

which their training took. conversely, these workers are apt

to express dissatisfaction wíth their functional roles in

their agency. The dissatisfaction is heightened hThen they

are assigned to the sections of the agency whose functions

are not prirnarily casework. However, some of the workers who

think Èhat their training was not appropriate also share

these feelings

There is a talk of misplacement and frustration because, âs

one of the disenchanted workers pointed out, "PeopTe must be

d.epToyed to d.o what they have been traíned to do". The

workers feel that in spite of their trainíng as caseworkers,

,'There is a 7ot or mispTacement of starf in this
agency. For ínstance, þeopte are asked to do community
wor7 and home economìc? when they have not had any
traíníng in those areas"'

one worker whose frustration appeared to have reached

insurmountable proportions complained

,,we know that sociaT work basicaTTy is casew_ork. I Was

trained as a case worker, and I hate to be frustrated
l7-n"i"g-^ua" to do what I have not been trained to
do."

on the brink of breaking into tears, she added "we are going

to sít here and our knowTedge wi77 rot"'

These comments do not only depict the worker's anger and
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frustration, they arso show her inexperience and inability
to exercíse professional judgernent. Furthermore, the
comments may be indicative of the narrow focus of their
sociar work training. The worker is failing to rear-ize that
there are alternatives to casework, and is unabre to make a
judgement that the approach that she is so comfortabre with
migrht be unsuitable for the tasks which are to be performed.
one of the workers cautioned against these feelings:

"we compraÍn about míspracement in our agencies, but ïthÍnk that thìs is a "ig" 4i- th;;a.p øetieen trâiningand the rieid. The univ:ersìty-sáyi-'it ì" providinggeneric trainíng, .and. the agân¿iL; expect us to tit
?iY.I"'" in the- rield or práct¡ãej bu:t we don't arways

The amount of disgruntrement appears to subside when, either
through internar- staff movements or other means, the workers
are redeployed to the social welfare unit. For instance, one
worker recited how disappointed and bitter she was when her
initiation into the agency rdas to be sent to a rurar_ area
where community work hras more Ímportant than casework, and.

where she did not have inmediate supervision. Talking with a
sigh of relief, the worker said

ttr am happy now that r have been transferred to one ofthe major centres in the distriòt-àna reaepioyáa to tn"unit which does mainTy caseworr.tl
This is indicative of the fact that some of the peopre who
assert t'hat their training was appropriate to deal with the
problern of poverty want to do casework because that is what
they feel they have rearnt during training. rt is arso a
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good example of goal displacement, where the means

substitute for ends.

The responses of the workers in the field strongry suggest
some inconsistency between their sociar work training their
practice realities. This gap may be a resurt of the
studentst own attitude towards learnÍng. Therefore, it may

be necessary for us to be careful not to assume that rwhat
was learnedrr is equar 'to rrwhat was taughtrr . often, students
rnay faiJ- to make linkages from one class to anoLher, and
later, to transfer their learning to their work places.
second, the gap may be a resurt of the way teaching was

conducted, which sometimes onry prepared students to pass
exams without learning. The bottom line is that people
emerged with littre rearned intervention skitls and
knowledge.

The negative reaction which has been disprayed against
community devel0prnent by some respondents needs to be
examined at this juncture:

some respondents separat,e community development from social
work. They see conmunity work as rrBoipelego of
infrastructure development naturer and sociar work as
rrcaseh¡orkrr. This view is especially herd by the respondents
who have expressed the desire to do only casework because of
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their orientation which, they feel, had casework as the main
emphasis. Their conception of community deveropment is
limited to the supervision of activities such as building
community centres, rural roads, dams and other
infrastructure; and the coordination of drought rerief
projects. This category of respondents are ress wirling to
be invorved in community deveropment projects, because they
feel that the status and sparkre is with doing casework.

However, there are other respondents whose conception of
community work goes beyond the notion of infrastructure
development to include the different methods of community
intervention. Hencer âs wirr be seen rater, the rnajority of
the respondents appreciate the importance of community
development as part of their intervention strategy. They
have a view of a people oriented approach, which is more of
sociar and economic development nature. A worker, arguing
that people have a rimited view of community deveropment
said that:

',Community .devel,opment is a-Zso aìmed at people, sattitudes towards seir improvemni, and the soeiar-workers must be abre to otfer profâssionaT,iãi"¿rrr"".
The governnent and soeÍal 

""rui"" agencìes must providemateriaL assistan ce.,,

rn this vray conmunity development is seen as a tool through
which individuars, famirÍes and communities are helped to
take charge of their lives, and have their spirit and sense
of togetherness rebuilt.
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Another respondent pointed out that community deveroprnent
will have served its purpose when the problems and attitudes
that accompany poverty, irriteracy and ignorance have been
dealt with; for instance, when the peopre appreciate the
val-ue of education and do send their chirdren to schoor, and
when the people are capabre of making contributions not only
to infrastructure deveropment but arso to the sociar and
economic development of their communities.

Responses of The Students

Like the workers, the students identified poverty as the
major probrem which sociat workers have to deal with in the
field of practice. Nine (9) out of r-o (goz) of the students
hold this opinion. onry one student rated juvenile
derinquency as the main problem that social work
practitioners are faced with. of the g students who

identified poverty as the task for sociar workers z (z|z)
think that the intervention strategies thaÈ the agencies
have in place to dear with this probrem are not proper

Five (50å) of the students who responded identified juvenile
delinquency as the second biggest problem after poverty.
Three (3) of the s students disagree with the intervention
strategy that the s&cD in particular, has in place to deal
with the problern of juvenile delinquency.
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Most of the perceived inappropriateness of the interventions
for the two probrems cited above, especiarly poverty, stems
from the parriative interventions which are not designed to
raise the recipients out of poverty. Like the workers, the
students talk about the destitute assistance making people
to be dependent instead of rehabiritating them economically.

Ïnadequate policy development has been cited by the students
as another cause of the inappropriateness of the
interventions. one of the students warned that ,,poverty is a
nation wìde probrem which needs a nationar poTicy or program
to address it." He notes that the present Destitute policy
is very linited in scope, and its entitlements are very
insignificant compared to the nagnitude of the problems
faced by the recipients. Ànother student, conmenting about
the interventions for juvenire delinquency said:

nFor Juvenire deJinquency we have the chiL-dren,s Aet,but as you know, thls policy is nol backed ny alyresou.rces or inf rastructure-. r,

The students have responded extensively to the questions
regarding their current program of training vis-a-vis the
work of sociar workers in the fierd. The results of the
student's responses in this respect are presented beIow.

ïn their responses the students are communicating two
messages which are not necessarily conplementary to each
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other. The first message relates to the shifting of the
training a$ray from casework, and. the second message rerates
to t'he bias against the direct sociar work practice methods.

First, the students are unanimous in agreeing that their
current training is appropriate for the purpose of dealing
with the probrem of poverty and destitution. Eight (B) of
the 9 students who have identified poverty as the main task
for social work think.that their training is appropriate. As
well, 3 of the 5 students who identified juvenile
delinquency as the second most compelring problem after
poverty think that their training rdas approprÍate.
However, because the diproma and the degree programs have
different focus and content, the students cite different
reasons for their views and convictíons arising from their
training.

For the diploma students, the aspect that makes their
training to be appropriate is its focus which is poricy,
supervision and management oriented. what is inplied here is
that the diploma students are being prepared to deal with
the problem of poverty at poricy and adrninistrative l-evers.
one of these students said of the training z ,'rt has given me

a better understanding and appreciation of socÍai probhems,
as we77 as the root causes of poverty.,,
Ànother student, also praising the orientation of their
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training commented:

"Ît introduces us to issues _of superuisÍon, poricyanaTysis and management, and we cZn inf'luence decisionsmade about our cllents.i,
Yet another student who $ras equarly excited added:

t'The trai-nìng quarities me for a supervisory posÍtìonand.so, r wirr have some inrruence in the azcl"ìo'making;.as 
3 _supervisor who has tåe rerevant training,r wi77 be abre to understand iy tinordinates better.,,

As in the case of some workers who believed that casework
was all that they !ùere going to do upon graduation, some

diplorna students are strongry convinced that the focus or
orientation of theÍr training is a determinant in the
positions they will occupy in their agencies immediately on
reaving the university. The fol-lowing sÈatement summarises
the responses of the najority of the diploma students with
regard to this issue:

"riith the knowJ?ag" in poTicy issues, pîogram ptanning andProgram evatuatÍon we wÍit be abre to inriuencZ inã- pol¡ciesand erfect change in the programs. This wìri ø" porriølebecause we wirr- be enterinq -tne 
"g""äy- ut manageriajpositions.n

These comments are in sharp contrast with the rear_ities of
work as experienced by the graduates interviewed. The
workers have pointed out that practice as it is currentry
does not demand for the graduates to be wer-r versed in
management because there are virtuarly no sociar programs to
be managed. policy is a prerogative mainly for poriticians.
As such, the place for social workers is seen to be directly
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brorking among the

ways to deal with

people, helping them to find practical
Lheir problems.

ït shourd be accepted as the responsibility of sociar- work
training not onry to rnirror practice but arso to point the
way and guide practice. rt also needs Èo be realized that to
deal effectively with the probrem of poverty and most other
issue pertinent to sociat work practice, the structurar and
policy questions must-be addressed during training. Horuever,
when the issues of social policy development and
implementation are addressed, the gap between training and
practice is destined to appear because the structures for
responding to sociar needs Ís more rinited and policy is not
wel-l articulated and developed. Again, the gap here is
attributabre not to social- work education but to the rimited
mandate of the workers.

Nevertheless, it does not necessariry forlow that policy
matters are irrer-evant in sociar work education, especially
since today's students wilr be shaping tomorrolrr's policies
(Hutton, 1994) - Knowledge in poricy also adds weight to the
sociar workers' call that they should be given an active
role to play in the social policy design process.
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However, the contrast between responses of the workers and
those of the students points to the need to balance the
indirect with the direct practice methods. The workers in
the fierd have asserted that contrary to their orientation,
they are front line workers in the villages and do not do
administration work. Therefore, whirst knowledge in policy
and adrnini-stration is also very important, the current
exigencies of practice which require workers to be
generarist workers at.grassroots lever must not be ignored
or neglected.

^As mentioned above, the second message which is communicated
by the students is about the conspicuous bias against the
direct social work practice methods. There is stirr a
general feeling among the students that their training is
more theoretical and academic than it is practi-ce oriented.
Â, diplorna student asserted that

ilThe training introduces us to broad theories andconeepts - However, as to whether ii i, áþprïprlå,t" forthe purpoqe-of dealing_with tná-práøJems or poverty andjuvenile delinquea:y, I cannot sÃy.,,
The one striking thing about the responses of the diploma
students is the total failure to mention direct sociar work
intervention methods as part of their newly acquired
learning" À student, Ia¡nenting thís situation stated:

"r belÍeve that conmunity work was meant to be a partor our traìning but we ran out or time berorá-we qotinto it - AJi tlhe tine was spent on management issuesand casework.r,
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The degree students responded with even a higrher lever of
abstraction than the diproma students. Like the diplomates,
the degree students arso believe that they have done very
littre in terms of social work intervention methods. Às one
such a student observed:
nrhe rirst two years vle did not do much, especiaTTy in thearea or sociar work ÍnterventÍon 

^"lnáàr. we startedTearning somethi_ng ín the third ye;;--;h"" we did a coursewhich ìntrodueed ús to some community deveTopmentintervention s_trategies.- we have Jearnt dif rerentdefinitíons of eonrtítnity work.n

Many have arreged that there has not been any noticeabre
change in the approach from their previous programs, which
emphasised the individual maladaptive behaviours. That is,
there is a feeling that the program i-s organized around
behavioral sciences. This particurar concrusion is supported
by the persistent reference by the students, to courses
which help in the understanding of human behaviour: ,,There
are courses ¡rhich help us understand human behaviour such as
sociaL psychoTogy and psychoTogy ror sociai yrorkers.', This
is particularly true because prior to 1,993/94 academic year
the program $ras firmly grounded on abnormal psychology.

There are arso some statements which are indicative of the
feeling that the training is biased in favour of courses
from the other social sciences against the social work
practice methods z ',we tend to bring in a rot of courses Írom
other discipTìnes at the expense or the core courses.,, This
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echoes the sent,iments expressed by professor Hutton (1,gg4) .

she feers that the social work program which was designed
before she had joined the facurty did not balance out the
need for these social sciences and the need for the method
courses- The lack of connection which resurts from this
lopsided orientation exacerbates the gap between sociar work
training and practice as people are not able to carry the
knowledge into their work ptaces.

The department of social work mission statement indicates
that the BSW degree program is organízed around professional
content areas of social v¡ork theory for practice, social
policy, administration and research.

"ïn addition the program incrudes a broad base orreLated sociaL sciénce content which ís intenaáa rcsupport and compjement the practíce theory andknowTedge.n (p. f )

As weIl, the different wriÈers in the fierd of social work
such as compton and Garaway (r-9g9), have irrustrated the
i-mportance of sociar work being informed by the knowledge
from other social science disciprines. However, when these
other courses overshadosr or reprace the supposed core
courses it becones a genuine concern.

Às is the case with the diploma students, the responses of
the degree students arso indicate the virtual absence of the
social work practice methods as parÈ of the new rearning
they have acquired. Exanining the course offerings for the
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1'992/93 academic years (Âppendix B), it becomes easy for one
to understand and appreciate the concerns of the respondents
regarding this virtuar absence of practice content from the
syllabi' For instance, a glance at the degree program
reveals how grave the lack of practice methods is.
Therefore, the students felt that relative to the foundation
knowledge in the sociar scíences, practice knowredge and
skiIl developrnent were insufficient.

The phrases such as sensitized about issues, understand
issues better and appreciate issue characterize the
responses of the rnajority of the students. unfortunately,
these phrases do not indicate how clear the students are
about what they have learnt- They only denote further
uncertainty and add to their level 0f abstraction.

rt would appear from the responses gathered that the basic
social- work practice methods have not been part of the
traíning, especialry at the degree lever. As such, only
those who have gone through some training previously have
made some rnininal gains from the program as they have been
helped to recapiturate the broad social issues and put them
in perspective by exploring the vari-ous theories.

This is reflected in the responses of some students who
believe that z j,lhe _degree progîam buiLds upon the .owerprograms or csrt and DS'çt ; so tnat thosá-iho' nà"á--l"l- ;on"
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through the lower proçJrams night be lef t behind.,,
The students who have previous work experience feel that
they witr benefit from their training more than those who

have not worked before.

The very i-mportant question of how much practice education
is enough arises. For the rack of a scientifically tested
yard stick this question may not be conclusivery answered.
However, the tirne alrocated to social work practice courses,
as well as to fieldwork rerative to the aggregate tirne
availabre for training might indicate the importance
attached to practice:
The 1-992/93 calendar shows that there hrere a total of Lg

hours for year one- only 3 hours were arrocated for an

introductory course in sociar welfare (sw r-02). rn second
year 3 out of r-8 hours vrere arlocated to a practice course
(sw 205). Third year saw the introduction of a 3 hours field
component in additÍon to 3 hours of a practice course. That
is, a total of 6 hours. rn the final year there is 6 hours
of field work and nothing in crass. rn aggregate, out of z3

hours for the degree program r-5 hours are arlocated to
social work practice (9 to field work 6 in class). ï do not
consider the course (sw i-02) rntroduction to social welfare
a practice course since it onry introduces students to
theories and concepts.
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ïn the diploma program, !2 out of 39 hours are arrocated to
practice courses; 6 hours in class and 6 hours on field
placement. The question that comes to mind again rerates to
the kind of practice rnethods taught. rf, as the students
cl-ai-m, the rnethods are of casework nature, then there might
be very little that wilr benefit them as practitioners. !{hat
this information suggests is that very rittre practice base
forms part of the training. Às a resurt both the students
and the graduates are-crear about insufficient practice
knowÌedge and skil1 building in their training.

This leaves us with the conclusion that when these students
go back into the field, and have to work as front rine
workers, they will faII back on their past practice
experience. Those who have not worked before will be
frustrated and disgruntred as shown by the workers
interviewed- This seems to be confirmed by the managlers,
observation that those who have worked before arways fare
better regardress of the rever of training. rt is arso
consonant with the assertion made earrier by a worker that
most of the time workers have to put aside what they have
learnt and depend on their experience.

By the same token, this rnay denote poor fit between social
work education and job, more so than a necessary shortcoming
of the education- That is, it nay result from the improperry
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constructed job of a social worker. For instance, the extent
to which the social worker puts into practice what they have
learnt may be restricted by their mandate within the agency.

However, âs indicated in the quote a few paragraphs above,
there is one component which the students appreciate and
feel should be consoridated in their program. This is the
cornmunity work course (sw 30r-) which is ushered in at third
year. The students feel that this is a very rer_evant
component which wirl more rikely be applicabre in the fierd.
This course has now been moved second year so that the
students can start with a strong background in community
approaches.

The managers are unanimous in viewing the sociar work
training that their subordinates have had as inappropriate
for the purpose of the primary problems with which the
graduates have to contend in their fier_d of practice. The
managiers tend to disÈinguish between those workers who had
some work experience in a social service agency before going
for training and those who vrere fresh from hiqh schoor.
Their responses are not only in agreement with each other,
but they are extrernely alike. This elaborate quote from one
of them is representative of the managerrs views:

"r wìLi tll\ speciricarry about those graduates who hadnot worked berore they wênt to the unii¿;;Íil-.- t't takes
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them time to adjust to the practical work. r think theyhave theory but_ no practical training. in" ò"ii-thinj'that these graduates are competent in aoing iá'casework. rn the rurar areas iike here, thâ workers arerequire to have knowledge in community approaches.,'

The distinction that the managers make between the graduates
who had work experience prior to their training and those
who did not is in total congruence with the distinction
drawn by the students who have responded. rt also goes back
to the suspicion that-probabry the graduates depend more on
practice wisdom than on their learned intervention methods
thus further pointing to the gap that exists between social
work education and training in Botswana.

A quote from another manager completes the message:

"Perhaps ye,.as managers, do not properTy orientatethese graduates into- their work; Lo Terl'them that theyare not onTy going to do casework But it does notshow that they hale been taught the other methods ofsociaT work intervention.,,

The managers think that the important factor in the workerrs
ability to work with the peopre is their intuition and the
length of their service, that is, the experience they have
accumulated over the years of their employment.

I{hilst r am not in any position to dispute the assertions
and observations of the managers, ily sense ís that their
responses may have been influenced by the 10ng standing
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belief that social work education must enabre the students
to be well versed in the specific operations of the s&cD.

This expectation stems from the hisÈoricar development of
sociar work education in Botswana. .As discussed in chapter
4, at its initiar stages social work education in Botswana

was designed for practitioners in the S&CD.

Responses of the Educators

The university of Botswana is the onry institution which
offers social work educaÈion in the country. As a resurt,
the Department of sociat work in the university has to cater
for a variety of needs and interests in order to enabl_e the
graduates to practice in different practice agenci-es and

situations. However, it must be rearized that as in many

developing countries, social work agencies in Botswana exist
within the larger social context of the people who are
affected by poverty and underdevelopment. This earns the
s&cD a very centrar rore in sociar work practice as it is
the biggest social work agency.

rn this research the educators responded to questions which
rerated specificalry to how training enables the graduates
to perform their rores proficientry within the context of
the s&cD- rn that respect, the responses of the sociar work
educators are basically congruent with the generar aggregate
response of the majority of all the respondents.
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The social work educators int,erviewed are also unanimously
agreed that in its short history in Botsr¿ana, social work
education has been inappropriatery organized around the
individual casework method. However, the department of
social work in the university of Botswana has rearized this
shortfall of the education and has since been working
relentlessly to find the rnost suitable approach which wirl
be relevant to the practical- problems of the sociar work
clients ín the country.

Às such, in his response one of the educators noted that .tïn

the past two years there has been a shitt towards the
commtnity based socìar work practíce; but r wourd not say
that we have found our grip on that.,, rt seems crystal clear
that all the educators have rearized the need to find a

suitabre approach to social work training in Botswana.

However, the search is destined to continue for sometime as

the choice of such a guiding principle invorves long periods
of debate considering the numerous factors that may come

into play in the irnplementation phase. what is important is
that the process has been set, in motion.

some of the responses regarding the appropriate conceptual
framework for sociar work training in the university are
refrective of the different orientations of the departrnent
members which have influenced their views about the rol_e of
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social work in society. some responses have more normative
or ideologicar base and others are based on what is seen as
the empirical demands of practice. Às such, one of the
educators pointed out,

"we shouid have our organizing rrame as human rightsand social justice .....il
Another teacher, also signarling the continuation of the
debate suggested a different area of focus; that is, the
social change approach. Àccording to him ,,we shotsTd produce
the graduates who wirr play an active rore in the process of
social change.,,

Às a result of the continuing debate and search for the most
appropriate focus of the social work training in Botswana,
most of the teachers who responded feel that the department
has not reached its goar of shifting away from casework as
the approach of the social work education. They feel that
the spirit of change which has been displayed in the
different forums must be translated into visibre action. As
such' one of the educators, arso recognizing the effort of
the department to organize teaching around the concept of
the community' conmented that t,... However, it you rook at
the individuaL courses, they are not desÍgned to embrace
thÍs concept-" Àcknowredging that their approach is stirl
organized around the casework method, the educator added:

"The training hy and laygl is not about heTping thecommunities to create tnâir orln ,"ãources. ït preparespeople to provide palriative Íntèntentions and not to
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bring about rundamental changes in the communities.,,

^411 these cornments indicate the fact that casework is still
the main thrust of sociar work education in Botswana. They
also show that the approach has proven Lo be inappropriate
for the problems faced by the social work cLients in the
country. The department is involved in the effort to find a
suitable guiding principle; as one of the professors noted:

"we are sti77 woxking on the proqram. ås o1 now it isnot weiJ- thought out-. *e need to- inparl tnZ ålua"nt,with the knowledge and skilr-s tá wotr wìth the poor ina way that can enpower them to deal_ with theirpoverty.,'

He added that sociar work is political and therefore the
students need to be made a$rare of that fact.

Due to the different orientations and the different
ideologicar beriefs her-d by the department members,
unanirnity nay be difficult to achieve. Therefore, my sense
is that the current rnission statement and the syrrabus are
tentative materials whilst effort continues to be made to
understand social work for Botshrana.

This fact may be very indicative of the unfairness of this
research, which partially presents itself to be a nini-
eval-uation of department of social work education in the
university of Botswana. Às stated earlier, social work
education at the university is very recent. Hence, it might
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de a bit too soon to expect everything
However, since it is the training that
incompaÈibility and the gap are real.

to be well defined.
i-nforms practice, the

5"2

Às stated in the earrier chapters, sociar work must have
clarity of purpose grounded on what is seen as the domain of
the profession- Therefore, social work curriculum endeavour
must' be premised on a clear vision of what the education
must enable the graduates to achieve,. then the courses wirl
be designed to achieve these desired values of the
profession.

rt should be acknowredged fron the outset that the social
work graduates are employed by the agencies which require
them to work within the confines of specific poli_cies,
mandates and practices. These agencies may not necessarily
have an identical or even simirar mission to the one
cherished by the social work profession, and may not
necessarily see the alleviation of poverty and other sociat
hardships as their mandate. As one respondent pointed out,
the structure of the government agencies, which are the
biggest employers of the social workers is such that social
work is not meant to arreviate the primary probrems of
poverty and underdevelopment.
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Therefore, it wourd be very undesirable for social work
education to be designed to enable the students onry to meet
the needs and interest of Èhese agencies without much care
to what the rnission of the profession is.

Nevertheless, there are all indications that sociar work
education in Botswana is rirnited in as far as it is
organized around Èhe individuar casework approach. rn the
same vein, sociar work practice, especially within the
governnent agency of s&cD, is limited to the provision of
palliative and curative services. one educator has made it
clear that:

"rr our conception is difrerent rrom what the agenciessee as the domain of social work; if me and you'agreethat the domain of social work among other things, isto all-evi"!? poverty, then the univêrsity is noipreparing the students to be abTe to deaT with theproblem of poverty aTleviatÍon.',
As a resurt of these sentiments changes in the sociar work
education have been suggested.

some of the teachers vrere quick to point out that a

vision of what the rore of sociar work shourd be in
lives of Batswana must be worked out and serve as a
of departure for the curriculum design.

cLear

the

point

The najority of the respondents, the workers, students and

managers, are of the view that, not withstanding the
importance of theory in broadening the scope of thinking,
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theory should not be the doninant factor in social work
education- They feel that the practice methods courses
should be emphasized to bring these theories to bear on the
practical probrems of the popurations served by the
graduates. À,s a result, a unanimous call has been made for
more method courses to be incorporated into the training,
including an increase in the hours set aside for field work.
The totality of the responses in respect to this issue has
been captured in the forrowing quote from a worker:

"Training needs to address the practiear aspeets orsociaT work in Botswana.... students need more time
1?ing.rieLd work._ They shour-d 

"þ"na about 1/4 oi th"i,time in ciass and 3/4 of the time in the fierd.communication skiirs and assertiveness need to beaddressed too. The university is trainíng ior- a-aiversef ietd of practi?", 1o, it *:"rl- gile generalisttrai_ning with erectives to arrow students to be moreproticient in their areas of interest.,,
üvhii-st this statement may sound a bit overboard with regard
to the time arrocations between class work and fierd work,
i-t shows the need for the training to be made more practice
oriented.

rn recognition of the need for the students to be equipped
with intervention skilrs an educator commented z ,,r woutd
Tike us to have an extra one or two practice conrses, and an
extra lield component."

Às welI, the majority of the interviewed educators have
expressed the need to have more content into the program,
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especially skill development courses.

"þfe need to have one term cotJrses for the BSW so thatwe can have some additionar conteni put in. rile álroneed to have 
^so_rye _s_pecia.ìzed áiá"liï" 

";;;"¿; ;'andmore hours of field work.,,

The workers and studentsr âs werr as the managers have
indicated the need for a shift in the ernphasis or focus of
training aüray from the individual casework method to the
community oriented practice methods. However, they want it
to maintain a generalÍst approach in order to take account
of the practical imperatives in the f i.eld. one student
blasted thatz "Training is not as generic as it shourd be.
We end up doing only casework.',

'Arso stressing the need to balance out tirne for ar-r the
intervention methods in order to produce generalist workers,
one of the graduates interviewed made a cal_I that

nA77 the nethods or sociai work practiee such ascasework, conmunity neth?ds, qroup work, homeeconomics, and othêr indirect-nethods of interventionmust be taught; with speciaT 
"rpÃã"i" "; ¿h¿-;L-ranunityintertrentÍon methods .,,

Training the students to be generalist workers wirr give
them the edge to be able to fit into the various social
agencies, and. the different practice situations. one
educator pointed out that, for this to be possible:

"The ""iy::1i!V_yy:! prepare-the graduares to respondto the various- probre-n, ïnicn ¿h"i- are iikei, i;' raeeìn the fierd, øie tney probTem" oi'poverty, bureaucracy
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or ignorance with some degree ol fl_exihiTity andspontaneity.,'

whilst the respondents in general feel that there is a need
for training to shift the emphasis a$¡ay from casework to an
alternative approach rerevant to Botswana, and whirst the
majority of the respondents are of the view that counselring
skills are not as irnportant as the skirrs for meeting the
basic needs, there are probrems which some respondents
believe need to be resor-ved through the provision of
counselling services. Äs indicated earlier, this category of
respondents are content with the training centering around
casework. They have applied their knowledge to their
practice situations with positive results.

Nevertheless, this group of respondents have expressed the
need for their training in casework and counselling to be
made more indigenous. As one of them pointed out; ,'The

training shouTd be rerated to our sociar context. Exampres
must be drawn lrom the experiences o1 Batswana.r, They
believe that, for instance, some behaviours which social
workers may want to dear with through counselring rnay be
culturally explained. Hence, different approaches from those
used in the west may be needed. rn essence they are calling
for the theory to be adapted to the locaI sociar and
cultural conditions.
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The faculty members interviewed regret that the current
university structure alrows onry for the furl year courses
to be designed. They see this system to be an impediment as
it does not arlow for more content to be incorporated.
^According to them, this state of things does not auger werl
for the dynanic professions l_ike social work.

The faculty nenbers have also suggested that creative
teaching needs to be part of the curriculum. ,,ile do not
eneourage creative Tearníng; we make the students too
passive to impart change in their work place.,,

The other problem which has been mentioned as needing to be
attended to is with regard to the sociar work teaching staff
in the universiÈy. The respondents feel that for the
standard of teaching to be improved significantly, more
staff members need to be empl0yed so that they each can
carry a lighter course road, and so that the courses can be
taught by people who are welr versed in the subject areas.
This wilr also sorve the problem whereby the overwhelmed
teachers end up spending more time in the courses which they
are more comfortable with. where possibre the teachers must
be recruited locally, from withÍn the region and frorn the
continent- This especially came from the workers and
managers in the fierd. rt particularly stemmed frorn the fact
that during their training there was seríous shortage of
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staff; hence teachers hrere not necessarily experts on the
subjects which they taught.

social work education is relativery new in Botswana. Às

such, it has not caught up with many empÌoyees of the sociar
work agencies in the country. For this reason, the
respondents believe that sociar work education shourd be
carried beyond the walrs of the crass room. The professors
recognized this fact too, as one of them noted:

"There Ís not enough in the crass room that we canteach the students and make them erfeet cnangá in thefieTd- we need to work croser with the sociai workagencies to heTp them create the climate tnàt iáconducive to the inpJementation of what we teach. Thatincludes working witn government committees 
""aavaiTing our selves for workshops and short courses.,

This means that, assuming that what is taught is what is
needed, the extent to which it can be implernented will be
linited and almost irnpossible íf the attitude in the
agencies is not supportive. rf the level of comprehension
and appreciation of what the graduates know is inadequate,
and if the agency policies are not affected to accommodate

the newly acquired knowredge and skirrs the inconsistency
will always exist.

This is a particularry important point to note because the
orientation that the university of Botswana is trying to
move avray from ís the same orientation around which the
agency interventions are organized. rf the university
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succeeds in its endeavour but the agency practices and
worker's mand.ate remain unaffected, the gap between training
and practice will be immense.

The appropriateness of training to the probrems that the
social workers are faced with in their fierd of practice
does not entirely depend on how welr the training has been
conducted. The employing agencies must have conducive
atmospheres for the implementation of what has been learnt.
As one of the respondents note:

,,The adequaey or inadeÇ\acy of training nay not beexaetry tested in our êituàtiòn-l"Luurê thê students goout into the fieLd onry to do inãl is orfered in theagencies - Even ir the students ner" gi"á"-llà ãii_z-2"1-ooz ' they wourd stiLL not test ll"r- out beeause theymay not be mandated to deal with ine proørems the waythey wouLd want to dear with thàn as sociar workers.,,
The respondents have been asked questions rerating to the
constraints within the organizationar context which may
inhibit the imprenentation of what has been rearnt during
training, and hence contribute to the hypothesised gap
between social work education and practice rearities in
Botswana.

To this end, the respondents have generated a list of
factors which they deem limiting to the appricabir.ity
graduat,e's learning. These included:
t' The poricies and service provision are inadequate.

the

of the
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is, the problems are too widespread and extensive for the
available interventions. For instance, according to the
respondents, the Destitute policy is very 1imíted in
coverage. This view is particurarly held by workers and
students who see poverty as the main task of social work in
their agency. The workers experience the feelings of
herplessness when they are confronted with the realities of
the needy fanilies and individuals, and they cannot offer
any meaningful assistance. Àccording to them, often, the
number of the people who can be assísted in any given
financial year is predetermined through a ceiling imposed by
the political decision makers. Hence, for the majority of
the destitute Batswana there are no services available.

with regard to the problem of juvenire deJ_inquercy, the onry
service avaitable is counselring. The rnajority of the
respondents have argued that delinquent behaviour in the
children and youth is mostly a resurt of the want of
material things. Regrettably, the provision of material
needs is not part of the intervention strategy for this
problem.

some students and workers believe that juvenire delinquency
is independent of poverty, and can be dealt with through
counselling. However, even these respondents think that
counselling needs to be augrmented by additionar or
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alternative services including rehabiritation programs and
recreational facir-ities for the chirdren. The children,s
Act, which is a reric of the British poricies of the 1940s
or so, is not backed by any resources. À worker asserted
that

"one thing that makes peopTe to resign is the reelingo! powerressness where thère are just no resourees inthe lace of. mounting unempToyment, poverty andsuf fering.,,

2- The resources are insufficient even where the porÍcy and
resource entitrement exist. This relates particularly to the
destitute assistance of food worth pr6.oo and p60.00 per
month in the rural and urban areas respectively. what
depresses the workers even the most is the fact that the
poricy entitlements take no consideration of the famiry size
as it only tar-ks about the registered destitute. usually the
head of the family is registered as such.

3' The agency infrastructure j-s underdeveloped. This is one
of the major constraints in the agency. The workers have
complained that the s&cD within the locar administration is
given the lowest priority when it comes to the alrocation of
the needed infrastructure such as office space. The

situation is worse in some rural areas where sometimes the
workers have to share smarl office spaces with people in
other departments because they do not have offices of their
own.
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Their work is also stifred by the lack of transport and
tel-ecommunication system. This problern is excessive in, but
not confined to, the rurar areas. .A urorker in the situation
said' "once you are in here, you are cut rrom the rest or
the worTd; unJ.ess someone eomes by and gives you a rirt.,,
she added that to get to the nearest telephone one has to
walk a long distance. This results in seri-ous rack of
notivation for the workers.

The probl_em of shortage of man porârer

constraint to the performance of the
asserted that:

has been ciÈed as a big
graduates. A manager

"The sho_rtage.ol nanpower Ís a serious probrem in thisagency as a whore. The probTem is inmenze iÁ-ine rurar_areas where one .person _nay he responsib,le i"r- ip tofive viTrages witn Ínadequate transport, and where thelaciiities are undeveTopäa."

The manager added that the rever of frustration is
compounded by the fact that sociar workers have to work in
the ¡nost renote areas where they may be the only people with
any universÍty qualifications at a1l.

4' Fiel-d staff, i.e., social work supervisory and management
staff are bureaucratic. The workers and the students (who
have worked) resent that everything they do has to be
censored from their districtrs main office, and has to be
done only in the way which is faniriar and acceptable to
their supervísors. The rower officers complained that this
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stifles their creativity and erodes their sense of worth as
part of the agency.

The workers have arso t.alked about their frustration at
their l-ack of discretionary po$rers in spite of the fact that
most of the time, especiarly in the rural areas, they work
alone in geographic areas far from their supervisors. A
worker recounted how he was castigated for taking a decision
with the community, regarding a community project, before
seeking perrnission from his supervisor who was about 100 kn
aütay. The workers lament that this rack of discreti_onary
po$rers is arso very limiting to their creativity and the
extent to which they can apply what they have learnt.

5. The attitudes of supervisory/management staff are not
conducive to the imprernentation of the learned knowledge.
This issue is a very emotional- one for the workers and the
students interviewed. one worker conmented that ',The main
probTem Ín this agency is that the graduates get very rittie
assistanee or eoopetation from their supervísors.r Ànother
one, while acknowledging other constraints, hastened to add:

"But the.biggest constraint is management. sometimes ïwonder why r am here- r am extremeiy trustrated byaTways being eriticized ror 
"u"ryliinq r t¿-d;-.;

There is a general feeling that
out to frustrate the efforts of

agency supervisors are

graduates. ThÍs is a

the

the
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result of the mj-strust that seems to be prevailing. ,,They
are so proteetÍve or themserves as iÎ they feer- we are
trying to prove them wrong.', one of the respondents echoed
that:

"Th? supervisors Ín the s&cD have a rear emanating fromthe mistrust that the graduates .rlave come to unseatthem f roy the t_op posiiioi"-i"-t¡" agency. They teeTintinidated and inuaáquute.,,
Hence, they want to demonstrate that they are in contror_. ïn
the process they close out new ideas which may threaten the
ol-d but stable order, resulting in the marginarization of
the graduates.

6- Ànother constraint that workers cited is the differences
in orientation when colleagues are either untrained or are
from different disciplines. This according to the workers,
is problematic because these co-workers may have a different
understanding and appreciation of problems. Their view of
their rol-e in the agency and to their clients may also be
different from that of their trained counterparts. These
differences may affect the extent to which the
irnplementation of the learned knowledge is enhanced or
inhibited.

The situation is worse when the supervisors or managers are
untrained or have insufficient training in social work. ïn
most instances the managers are from the old schoor or from
no school. The oId schoor orientated its graduates onry to
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hoipeLego- The managers and supervisors are usually grown up
people who have gone up the structures of the agency through
experience and 10ng service. Às such the workers complained
that often times their supervisors cannot offer skirr_s
enhancement supervision; they cannot diagnose and coach
performance probrems t ot address questions arising from
policy inadequacies with any professional_ tone.

rt is equally frustrating to the workers that some managers
are unwilling to accommodate new ideas. They are not only
capable of giving unprofessionar and sometimes capricious
instructions, but they arso have the power to enforce thern.
Às a result, there is general lack of the necessary
commitment to the varues and aspirations of social work. The
respondents resent this resistance to change,.

"AgaÍn the s&cD does not grow and improve: As theprobTems have become mo'.e sophistìeated and needdirferent approaches t wê are- stickÍng to Boiperego.,,
However, r should point. out that, while these responses and
observations are common in rnost inÈerviews, some respondents
have communicated that cordiar relationshÍp and mutual
understanding existed between then and their supervisors.

7 ' The agency racks purpose and dírection, and its rnandate
is not clear or understood. Even the managers rearize this
as one of then commented: "There is a Tack or crarity of
what sociar workers are doing. hre are expected to be jack of
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a77 trades-" The examples that he gave as trivializing the
work of social workers included doing casuar- work e.g. in
preparations for a ministerrs visit or during national
events and celebrations. This state of things has been
resented by nany respondents who observed that white this
vtas an integral part of .boipe rego, maintaining it as part of
the job for sociar workers is undernining the integrity of
the social work profession.

The respondents also derive the concrusion that sociar_ work
practice lacks clarity of purpose from their observation
that not only policy decisions but also operational
decisions are dictated by people who are motivated by
ideoloqrical thinking which does not necessarily enhance the
rnission of socÍal work- Às such, they say: t'sociar work in
Botswana is not about change. rt is not about improvement of
Tife either"' This suggests that it is prinarily about
political appeasement. rn this regard, social workers are
seen to be acting as the cooring agents of the state. That
is, the social workers are used by the state to shift the
blarne for human impoverishment and suffering away from the
structurar causes to the individuar victims of deprivation,
and to rnanipurate the poor into accepting the individuar_
malad justrnent thesis .
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8. À'nother criÈicar factor which has been identified as
undermining the effort to bridge the gap between social work
training and practice is the rack of involvement of social
workers in the forrnulation of the policies that affect thern
and their crients. Most of the respondents have suggested
that the problem of poverty cannot only be addressed through
direct intervention rnethods without rnajor restructuring at
policy lever- The respondents feel that without poricy
endeavour being made part of the sociar workerrs mand.ate,
their effort to contribute meaningfulry to the solution of
their client's problems will be futile.

t'sociar workers can onry have an Ínrr-uence in thearieviatÍon of poverty ând the accompanying práu"rs irthev have a sav ín po1íey at--inã-á""ign';¿ász-.;'
According to the respondents, the lack of participation by
social workers at policy leveI has been exacerbated by the
fragmentation of the policy formuration functions which
directly infruence the day to day work of the social workers
between the various government units and departments. For
instance, the sociar welfare unit (adninistrative unit)
which is under the ministry of Home Affairs has the charge
of poricies which are inplemented by the s&cD under the
Ministry of Locar Government, Lands and Housing. The
drafting of the youth policy which is currentry underway, is
taking prace under the auspices of the Ministry of Home

Affairs- The implementation wirl in most part be carri.ed out
by the s&cD. Às a result, policy design efforts are
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structurally divorced from the social
irnplementing these policies under the
Government.

workers who are

Ministry of Local

sorne of the constraints cited above may sound triviar and
unworthy of inclusion in this paper. However, it is their
very nature that trivÍalises and virifies the socíar work
profession in a very darnaging $ray. They need to be
highlighted in order that they can be incr-uded in the
cleansing operation pran which needs to be put in prace.

Further, most of the constraints mentioned above amprify the
gap between social work training and practice in Botswana.
Therefore, deliberate effort has to be made to rectify at
least a good number of these organizationar mar_functions if
social work education and practice are to benefit from each
other.

rt is generalry expected that upon graduation peopre wilr be
able to produce visibre result based solely on the quality
of their training. However, a word of caution has been given
by one of the respondents that:

,'It is necessary to note that there is a generalfa77ac.y wh212by it Ís bejieved thàl social worktraining wiir necessarily-ánáøñ"lir" graduates toimpart 
"h_^!q_?_: 

f-hey nay not have the e_apacity to imparty!:\_t_!:v have reaïnt beeause oÍ ln" tarcx of rááources,tncompatibTe attitude in the ug"n"y or the rack or
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poTiticaT wiir on the part of the authorities.,'
Based on the constraining factors cited above, and on the
cautionary statements like the one just above, the
respondents have given suggestions which not only seek to
address the gap between training and practice, but arso to
address the rnost conpelring problems of the sociar work
crients in a meaningful way. The suggested changes are with
regard to poricy deveropment, infrastructure development and
changes at the operational level.

Po1icy development:

The respondents have carled for policy and structural
changes which will enabre the graduates to furfir their
professional responsibility of irnproving the rives of their
clients. One respondent stressed:

¡'There needs to be a maj.or change in government poTieyregarding the distribution or rleáources. There is toomuch emphasis on econonic aá-le1ól*""t wnián-áÁrybenerÍts.the.rich, and no erfort'lo nelp the ruralcommunities improve their ttà;dãtdL ot iiii"g-. .-. "

The existing policies such as the Destitute poricy and the
children's Act which are in prace to dear with the problems
of poverty and childrenrs/youth problems respectively are
seen not only to be extremery limited but arso out of step
with time - Many of the workers have comprained that ,,Thë

Ðestitute poricy and chirdren,s Act whieh we use as our
guide tor practice are outdated and need to be reviewed.,,
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some workers have charged that these policies have been
copied from other countries and are failing to address the
problems of Batswana. Therefore, they suggested that
replacement poì-icies need to be worked out with the maximum
possible input frorn the loca1 people.

For the envÍsaged poricies to bear on the problems of the
sociar work crients, greater invor-vernent of sociar workers
in the formuration process is required. That is, the mandate
of the sociar workers must be expanded to incrude poricy
responsÍbilities. The involvement of the social workers is
expected to improve the fit between policy formation and
imprementation. This of course is based on the assumption
that social work education wilr equip the graduates with the
necessary knowledge and skills to play this role.

Greater involvement of the sociar workers in policy
formuration means that the consurtation.machinery within the
agency and between the agency and the relevant governrnent
minístries must be irnproved. on the issue of the
fragmentation of the sociar- poricy responsibirities among
the different government rninistries and departments, the
respondents have carled for the constellation of these
fragrments under one ¡nÍnistry. Àgain, this view is held by
the najority of respondents including managers and
educators. One educator commented:
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"Government institutions have to be reorganizedwe ean have a ministry whieh wÍ77 have øôtn tnerormuLation and inpJenentation r""jor"ililiti"r.
move will be more convenient, errilàienl, andef f eetive .',

so that
poTicy
This

The respondents have challenged the government through its
agencies, to develop comprehensive poricies and programs
which not only provide handouts but arso promise to bring
lasting solutions of poverty and other concomitant problems.
To this end, the respondents in aIr the categories have
pointed out that the youth poricy is long overdue. Àccording
to the respondents this wourd set government agencies on the
road to confront the people,s probrems at an earrier stage,
hence avoiding the high price paid through human suffering
for the neglect of this responsibility.

still on the question of policy deveropment, the majority of
workers who feel that the probrems of their clients are
caused by structural defects rather than serf-infricted have
made suggestions which are more of the verbar refrections of
their envisaged broad poricy directions. Their suggestions
in this regard are presented below:

Às hinted earlier, the workers have cautioned against the
tendency to regard handouts as the end resur-ts of the
intervention. They stated their favour of an assistance
package which peopre witr take advantage of, build upon and
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move themselves out of poverty. rn this respect the
government, through the s&cD wilr be a facilitator in the
process of achieving famÍliar self reliance. À worker
commented:

"T.h? ageney must pLay a faciiitating rohe. h1e must workwith these peopTe anà englg¿- th¿r- in inco¡le generatingactivitìes in order to nái'p- *å^-'t" rehabiiítateeeonomicalTy at the community làvej.,,
sorne have suggested srnarr income projects like gardening.
Yet others, also showing discontentment with food rationing
as a strategy to deal with poverty think that:

"These.probrems ean onry be solved at governmentalleveT through the governmentrs commitment to theereation of empToynent in both Lne urøan and the rurafareas.tt

Àccording to the respondents, this will er_evate people from
the state of beggary to self sufficiency.

Those workers who hold fast to the belief that most juvenire
delinquent instances are directly rinked to poverty in the
respective homes are of the vieu¡ that

"ïn order to sorve or arreviate the probr-em of juveniredeTinqueney we need. to dear with the- probrem of povertyand ignorance in the homes. t^r¿-;";;ú hope to ínpactupon this.probTem by deaTing with--the inãiviauãlchiTdren through coitnsel li"g . i,- 
--'

The above comments are reverberations of one and the same
message that the agency interventions in respect of poverty
and juvenile delinquency shourd be aimed at restoring the
families, control over the situations.
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consequentry' according to the workers, the response to the
probrems of social work crients in Botswana has to be family
oriented and have the community as a support base. That is,
any assistance that is given to families which are in
poverty has to be aimed at strengthening these famiries
economicarry in order that they can take more responsibility
for their rnembers.

To this end, the respondents point out that there is a need
for a support system for the elderry, the disabred and the
children, which wirl be based on need and will be subject. to
a means test- The ernphasis is on the support to be given
within the family.

The workers in the field as well as the students (who have
worked) have tried to battle with the idea of
institutionarization which they derived from the examples
from the west cited during their training, and also derived
from the statutes such as the childrenrs ÀcË of r.9gr.. lfhilst
these may be regarded as fears emanating from the
respondents' mere imaginations, they shourd be considered as
cautionary against the destructive tendency to ignore some
very important ethos of Batswana as a people. The concr_usion
reached is their opposition to the idea of widespread
ínstitutionalization of the chirdren, the disabled or the
elderly, and they say that arr the assistance that is
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necessary to sustain this segrnent

be offered within the institution
community.

population should

fanily and in the

of the

of the

Further, the respondents are adamant that some assistance
packages such as the old age pensions, disabirity alrowance
and child care programs can go a long way to enabre the
families to fulfir the inal-ienabte obligration of caring for
their less advantaged -members. one student, commenting about
the care of the peopre in need and encouraging the
utilization of the extended family system said that in the
absence of the nuclear farnily members:

"There are arways some distant raniry members who arewiTTing to act out or compassion, goodwirL or sense ofdlty to take care or the -orphaneâ ánílar"o 
", ln"eTderly reLatives. ,,

However, she observed that the economic irnplications of this
well intended action deter a majority of the peopre to act
on these convictions. Hence the government is carled upon to
play its part in this endeavour and assist the farniries
financiatly.

!{ith reference to the children in need of care, the rnajority
of the workers and students also say that the extended
fanily system shourd be utilized to the fullest possibl_e
extent. They are against the removal of the chirdren from
their fa¡nilies and community, warning that:

"The bond between the chitdren and their parents oî
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other members or their ramilÍes is very Ímportant andmust be protected. hle must have a chird ""il"lã- systemthat seeks to enhance the abirity or famiries to carefor theìr chiLdren.,'
However, the institutionarized care of the chirdren night be
necessary in rare cases; for instance, where a parent who
did not have other reratives dies and no member of the
community is wirling to care for his/her chirdren. They rnay

be sent to an orphanage pending their adoption. There is
also a forecasted possible need for orphanages created by
the AïDS epidemic. However, the centrar concern is that the
removar of the chÍldren from their famiries and community
should be considered as the last resort.

There is a recognition that some individuars in the
community may need more individuarized interventions, eg the
elderly who have lost contact with their relatives and the
children who are unattached. À worker in an urban area said:

"This is a met_ropo7Ítan area ín which peopre rrom arjdirections and origins are found. some of them Jerttheir pl??e1-of orlgin tong ugo unã they have ;,ásttouch with their relativesl eÉ u iesult', there are theeTderJy people who do not have crose reratives to careror them- we need to have nursing homes for them wherethey can be properly cared lor.,,

Àn experi-rnent in Francistown, one of the ordest towns in
Botswanar [êy be regarded as indicative of the need for such
nursing homes in the country, especiarly in the urban areas.
Four residentiar houses have been consÈructed at two
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different locations in the town, each house with three roons
(i'e', L2 rooms). À,ccording to the source, these residential
houses hrere built through the joint effort of the municipal
authorities and private donations. The residences care for
Èhe needy elderly people aged 60 years and over, and are
rnaintained by the municipality through the secD. The
residents are given all the necessary care including
bathing, feeding and general hygiene. The fact that the
residences are fully occupied all year round, and Èhe
possibility that more and more people are being turned back,
is a living proof that this is an essential and probably
overdue service for the unattached elderly people.

whilst these services are obviousry needed for some erderly
persons, the general feering is that, they shourd not be
used in a $ray as to encourage the dereliction of the elderly
by farnily members. only on rare and special circumstances
should institutionar care be considered for the elderly
people with farnilies.

other contingency prans and actions have been embarked upon
by the local authorities in rnany parts of the country to
alleviate the problem of destitution and homelessness. Towns
such as Lobatse, and virlages such as serohre for exampfe,
have houses which are occupied by the destitute individuals
and fanilies- For instance, in Francistohrn, separate from
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the nursing homes for the elderly which have been talked
about, there are two roomed houses on g different rots (16
rooms) to be used for this purpose. These ltere arso buirt
through the joint effort of the nunicipal authorities and
private donations, and they are administered or run by the
s&cD.

A respondent in one of the s&cD offices in Gaborone saÍd
that the agency had J-6 rooms in her area of operation. The
rooms tìrere occupied by families; one family to a room. one
important fact to note is that these rooms are occupied by
families and not individuars. The worker asserted that

"The Jargest faniTy that we have in one or the roomsJras 9 members.
assisranc.e pending the identiillàáLi"" ãi- átn"r-""ajternatives; but most of the ranities-átál-'1" thehouses as their permanent homes.,,

For the large famiries, tents are usually provided where
possible in addiÈion to the one room.

Based on the fact that the effort to secure funding to build
shelters to house the destitute is a continuous one, the
numbers of houses and rooms quoted above many be inaccurate.
Furthermore, these facilities may be existent in other parts
of the country not mentioned or which srere not visited for
the purpose of this research.
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However, the botton line is that the examples given above
signify a need. The fact that most of the available
facil-ities are used by big fanilies point to the fact that
it is the fanilies and not the individuals who shour_d be the
focus of social work attention. The findings point to the
need for the more farnily oriented interventions which go
beyond the palliative services currentry in the offering.

Changes at the Operational Level
ïn the discussion of the organizational constraints above,
the state of quatifications of agency enployees,
unfavourable attitudes of the agency staff and the
unfavourable operational environment at large featured
prominently as some of the factors which are inhibiting to
the usefulness of the graduates both to the agency and to
their crients- A number of suggestions have been made to
correct this situation and create conducive crimate for the
graduates.

The respondents have stressed the iruportance of the agency
employing qualified sociar workers instead of peopLe form
other disciplines. À manager suggested that to enforce this

"The ageney shourd haue a ^porìey which wir-J prevent thee_mpToyees lrom obtaining r:urthelr eàucation indiscipTines otåer than Locial iárl-, unJ_ess if they wantto go on transrer arter the trainiig.,,
Àccording to her, this will ensure a cordial working
relationship in the agency because people will have the same
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orientati_on.

Talking about the quality of staff, one respondent said:
"r 1ee7 that we are faÍ.ing as professiona_zs to workchange ínto our agency. we need to take the initiative.For this _1" -happen, pleople at the supervisory-- aÁømanagement Jevers must have traíning'in soá¡âl iorr<.,,

This is supposed to reduce the alleged rivalry between the
graduates and their untrained supervisors. Another
respondent pondered the same point:

"The-superwisory and management starf must be peoplewho have some training in-roáiál-lå,rx. Lest there wirlarways be rivarry betieen.the qraauat"" ,rã nànàq"n"ntwith the result tnat any initiá-täã" from the graduateswi77 be frustrated.,'

The teachers have also demonstrated their belief that they
have a rore to play in the improvement of the working
conditions in the agencies where their graduates work. Thls
will benefit them in that they wirl not only gauge their
success as trainers by the numbers of graduates they have
produced but also by how much their graduates become useful
once they are in the fierd. Hence throughout this report
they have communicated their sense of duty to their
graduates and the profession:

,,Those in .the top management who do not have thereLevant training must ¡e assisl"ã- to deal with theirtee_7ins ?r^_i!?"?urity øy ei:"iidr;s trainäs i;; them toupdate them on the náw aeîercpnáÃís and -knowredge insocial work theory and pracli:"¿:;;--
Ägain, this is based on the assumption that the theory and
the practice moders are rerevant to the problems of the
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communities served.

Ànother teacher added that:
"rt is Ímportant for the unÍversity to have extensioncour.ses to enabr-e the peopre who a-re at the toþ or thes&cD ranks who do not -havé sociar-work traininÇ to beorientated to sociar work -issues, vaiues uiø þíu"tices.Thìs wiir make them appreeiate títe value oÍ thecontrÍbutions trom the- graduates.,,

the teachers have the opportunity to do community education
through activities such as presenting papers at workshops,
organizing supervisors' workshops (for agency staff who
supervise social- work students), and through participation
in the various eornmunity and government committees.

rt is berieved that if the sociar work educaÈion is extended
to the emproyees of the sociar work agencies through the
various methods, the spirit of professionar-ism wirr be
instilled in the agency personnel and a conducive working
environment wil1 be created for the graduates.

This rnight also benefit the
expand its services to cater
trained social workers which

faculty as it might have to
for the increased need for
they will have helped create.

Hohrever, there are counter arguments about the need for
managers to be trained sociar- workers. whilst most
respondents interviewed are agreed that the grassroots
workers and their supervisors need to be qualified soci_al
workers' some respondents do not think that managers
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necessarily have to be trained social
qualifications rnay be more important;
dernonstrated administration abilities
agency.

workers. Some

for example,

in a social service

5"3 Conclusion

rn this chapter the data pertaining to the hypothesised gap
between socíar work educatíon and practice in Botswana have
been presented and analyzed. The majority of the respondents
have identified poverty and juvenile derinquency as the
first and the second biggest problems respectivery which
sociar workers in the country are dear_ing with. The data
confirm the central hypothesis that there is a gap between
social work education and practice Ín Botswana. The gap
appears at two leveIs. First, it is between social vrork
education and social work practice. Second, where
consistency between training and practice exists, the gap is
between both training and practice on the one hand and the
vrork which ought to be done to address especialry poverty on
the other- Hor'üever, in the areas where poverty is not the
rnajor problem, there is consistency between training and
practice.

The respondents are unanirnousry agreed that the
interventions that the s&cD has in prace to dear_ with
poverty/destitution are not appropriate. Numerous reasons
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have been given including the fairure of the interventions
to rehabiritate the peopr-e and put thern in a position where
they can take contror of their rives and situaÈions. The
respondents berieve that the problems are too widespread and
compricated to be solved through the provision of handouts
and counselling. Also, the najority of the people who have
identified juvenile delinquency as the second problem have
attributed it to poverty, and they think that their agency
intervention is not appropriate. rn this connection, the gap
that exists may not necessarily be attributed to the
inadequacies of training, but to the inappropriatery
designed job, insufficiently developed infrastructure and.

insufficient understanding of the nature of social work.

Almost harf (4gz) of the workers interviewed think that
social work education that they have received is not
appropriate for the purpose of dearíng with the widespread
problem of economic impoverishment. They blame the
inappropriateness on the orÍentation of their training
around casework because they do not believe that their
crient's probrems are psychorogical. Therefore, they suggest
thaÈ a different frame of reference has to be found for
social work training in the country.

On the other hand, another 4gZ

their training h¡as appropriate.
of the respondents think that

Some of these respondents
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have said that their training was appropriate in the same

sense as their intervention strategy r^ras seen as

appropriate, both of which are based on casework. Most of
them berieve that the provision of counselring is adequate
to solve the problern of poverty. They believe that poverty
is self infricted through unwirlingness to work. The narrow
mindedness and the rack of analyticar ability which have
been communicated here onry put sociar work education in
further disrepute.

rt has arso been shown that some of the people who praise
their training have demonstrated infrexibility in their
approach to solving the identified problem of poverty. They
insist on doing casework and complain of rnisplacement in
their agencies. Their failure to rearize that what they have
learned might be inconsistent with the work which ought to
be done indicates the lack of professionar- judgement, which
strongly irnplies some deficiencies in their training. The
l-ack of a connecting framework rnay also be responsible for
the inability of graduates to make a rerationship between
the various courses they took during traíning and to appry
the knowredge in the fierd. Training which sometimes only
prepared students to pass examinations without stimulating
their thinking. Therefore, training may need to be
strengthened.
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only 5 of the 30 workers interviewed have identified
juvenile delinquency and other intrafamiry problems as the
most prevalent in their areas of operation and they think
that counselring is appropriate. Â,s welI, they think their
training was appropriate for the purpose of dealing with the
problem.

only 332 of the workers who identified juvenile delinquency
as second after poverty are of the view that their training
was proper because of its orientation toward casework. The
najority (56Z) do not think that the training was
appropriate for them to sorve the problem of youth
delinquency. They think they di-scussed too much abnormal
psychological theories and were not enabr-ed to deal
proficiently with youth delinquency.

The department of sociar work in the university of Botswana
has realized the existence of the gap and have since begun
to work at bridging it. This has been communicated by the
educators who Índicated that they are rerentlessry working
at identifying an alternative approach which will be more
appropriate for the local practice demands.

on a different noter srê have to give due recognition to the
fact that it might be too earry to expect a furl shift to
have been achieved already. changes and improvements cannot
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be made instantly, but over
time the gap between social
realities 1ingers on.

period of time. In the mean

training and the practice

some

work

The data have also revealed some limitations in the sociat
poricies which social workers imprernent. The biggest factor
which is inhibiting in the process of imprernenting these
policies is the rack of participation by sociar workers in
their development. rn-this respect, the gap is exacerbated
by the limited mandate that the workers have. The essence
here is that even if the training was appropriate, it wourd
not be appried due to the linited mandate of the workers.
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ETIAPTER 6

RECOI,IT,TENDÀTIONS

The analysis of the data in respect to this research reveals
a variety of factors which contribute significantly to the
gap which exists betv¡een sociar work education and social
work practice in Botswana. The task now is to find ways of
bridging the identified gap in order to make social work
education and practice benefit each other as welt as the
clienÈs of social work. To this end, some reconmendations
will be made pertaining to the problematic areas in dealing
with the identified problems.

rt is important to note that whitst most of the
recommendations derive from the data anarysis, some are
influenced by the riterature reviewed as werr as by my ohrn

knowledge of the conditions of practice in Botswana. My

ideological incrination for a social justice moder may arso
have some impact. The reconmendations are directed to areas
of agency interventions and working conditions, social
policy development and social work education.

Agency fnterventions and $forking conditions
l-. The focus of the s&cD interventions with regard to
poverty need to change from the individual to the family and
the community. This is important because this research has
shown that the najority of the registered destitute share
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their benefits with their famiries, and hence the assi-stance
is never sufficient. For exampfe, the sherters which the
agency has in some towns and vilr-ages are not occupied by
individuars but by famiries. This wirr harmonize the
relationship between practice and the new focus of social
work training which is community oriented.

2' Youth derinquency as welr as other intrafamily probrems
may have origins which are more cornpricated than they appear
on the face varue. gühilst in many instances a rink can be
made between these problems and poverty, the resurts of this
research have shown that poverty cannot always be held
accountable. Às such, a wide spectrum of direct and indirect
interventions, and prevention strategies need to be worked
out. Prevention needs to be a top priority, and famiries and
communities to be empowered to take more controL of their
welfare.

3. The insufficient infrastructure development which
inhibits the sociar workers to put into use the knowledge,
skills and abirities acquired during training, and. to pray
part' in the soruti-on of their clientrs problems needs to be
addressed as a rnatter of urgency. This includes the shortage
of office space, transportation, conmunication system and
other utilities.
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4- sufficient numbers of qualified sociar workers must be
employed to enabre the workers to carry out their mandate
with the least amount of stress. This way the workers wil_l
be able to be thorough in their work to maximÍze the
benefi-ts to the people they serve. Nevertheless, famiriarity
and sympathy with the concerns of sociar work may be
necessary.

However, whilst it is.important for grassroots workers and
supervisors in the s&cD to have training in social_ work, it
might not be neeessarily important for the managers to be
qualified social workers.

5. The agency service derivery system must be curturarry
sensitive- That is, the intervention strategies must respect
and protect the cultural values of Batswana such as the
family. This shour-d be refrected in the intervention
strategies of the agency.

Policy Development

6- on a larger scale, the economic independence of families
and communities can be achieved and sustained through
g.vernment's commitment to ernproyment creation. The
government ¡nust attract business to the rural areas where
8oz of the peopre rive. rt is extremely important that the
government must take responsibility to provide the
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infrastructure needed by prospective investors and business
people, such as erectricity, telecommunication system and

roads in the rural areas. rt has been proven by research
done on this issue that private business is unwirring to
provide the infrastructure because of the costs invorved.

rt is possible for the government to activery partake in
ernplolrment creation. However, because of the De Beers Mining
conpany's monopoly over the dianond market, natíonarization
of diamonds might be too risky. That being the case, effort,
needs to be concentrated in increasing the share of the
local people in the diamond industry; for example though
their invorvement ín the production of finished diamond
goods. Enployment creation is also possible in the textile
and other manufacturing industries. This will bring visÍbl-e
qualitative changes in the Iives of Batswana.

7 - To curtail the lack of fit between social poricy
formulation and imprementation social workers must be

involved in the process of poricy formulation. That is, the
participation of social workers at the policy design stage
should be a requirement for the very process of social
policy formuration. This wirl not onry ascertain that the
interests of the social work clients are considered more

intensery, but wirÌ also ensure that the possible rogistical
difficulties are addressed, This of course wiLl require that
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at least the BSW graduates

and advocacy skil1s so that
knowledge will be utilÍsed

should possess policy development

these learned ski]ls and

fruitfully.

8" comprehensive policies are required to meaningfurly
address the identified problems of poverty, youth
delinquency and other resulting probrens. The current
Destitute Policy and the childrenrs Àct have faired to
address these problerns. Therefore, they must be repraced
with policies which have a clear vision of what they want to
achieve. This wil-l ensure that the efforts of sociar workers
to improve life is not an illusion.

The envisioned chil-drenrs Àct must be rearistic and have

adequate entitlenents aimed at restoring and,/or

strengthening the family's capability to give proper care to
the children. The fine details cannot be worked into this
paper but, in addition to having adequate entitrenents, the
poricy must clearly spelr out the rights of the children and

the responsibility of both the maternar and paternar parents
(married or not) to the children.

Pertaining to destitution and income insecuriÈy, an income

maintenance policy for the elderly and the disabred is wel_l_

over- due. This policy should have adequate entitlenents and

must be based on a relaxed needs test to ensure that only
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and all the people who need the support wil1 get it.

rn doing this it must be recognized that a smalI minority of
people will need a more individualized (institutionar) care.
For example, the elderly people who have lost contact with
their relatives, orphans without guardians and the
unattached chirdren. provisions must be made for these
instances, but access should be subject to thorough
screening to ensure the maximum use of the family and,

conmunity as the support base and context for interventions.

Numerous car-rs have been made in different forums and in the
various reports produced before for a youth policy to be
designed to address the youth problems which are threatening
to engulf the country. since this issue resurfaced over and
over in this research, the carl is repeated once more. This
policy is important to guide the proactive efforts of social
workers and other professionals in dealing with the youth
problerns

9- The people must be empowered economicarly to take charge
of their own rives. whÍre it is important to have nonthly
income assi-stance for the famiries in need, there is an
inherent danger in regarding handouts as the end results of
government intervention. Therefore, more people-oriented
economic development activities must be embarked upon to
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achieve the ultimate goal of familial
may include engaging community groups

variety of income generating projects.

self reliance. This

and syndicates in a

l-0. A comprehensive Housing policy is necessary to address
the acute need for accommodation which the s&cD is trying to
deal with throughout the country. The poricy shourd aim to
alleviate this problem through the provision of houses in
the urban and rurar areas. New package may have to be worked
out for the rurar areas. However, the existing programs such
as the SeIf Help Housing Agency (SHHÀ,) may need to be

modified to benefit the rural areas as welL. The government
sponsored Botswana Housing corporation is charged with the
provision of housing, but at present its services are
linited to the urban areas and the rentars are exorbitant.

Social litork Education

Recommendations may not be easy to make for improvements in
social work education because of the cornplexities of
training, which are compounded by the diversity of interests
that the department of sociar- work in the university of
Botswana has to serve. However, based on the data colrected
broad suggestions can be made:
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i-l-. À conceptual framework needs to be found to guide socÍal
work education a$ray from casework around which it has been

organized since it inception. This will be in keeping with
the findings of this research that social casework is
failing to address the problems which are brought about by
economic deprivation. chan (19g5, p.36), expressing doubts
about the capability of casework to deal with the probrems

of the developing countries states:

"rr counseTling suc.ceeds-in persuadìng an unemployedcTient to -accept his or her iot in 7iîe, i¿¿-;';j"e isclearTy of a narrow and not aTtogether þositive kìnd.,'
Hencer âr appropriate focus for social work education is
needed; and a crear focus of training will determine the
rol-e that social work plays in the lives of their clients.

1-2- Despite the rong and tedious process of finding an

appropriate focus for social work training which is in
progress in the university of Botswana, r reconmend the
conmunity-based sociar justice approach. This model witl
provide a conmon ground for alr the cont,esting ídeas in the
ongoing debate. The focus and emphasis of social work
education and practice in Botswana should be the attainment
of socìar justice. rn working towards this primary goar,
sociar change becomes an inperative necessity. The conmunity
shourd then provide the context within which greater social
justice is achieved. rn rny view, social justice, social
change and community are the three interrerated and
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crucially important concepts which need to be meshed to
deverop a sorid and comprehensive frame for social work
education and practice in Botswana.

social- justice rel-ates to the socio-economic conditions of
all the citizens. rt addresses questions of equitable
distribution of resources. Morton (r-985, p.1) refers to
distributive justice, whích rrcentres on the fairness of the
distribution of the conditions and goods that affect
individual's well-beingrr. [rle1l-being here is used broadly to
include its psychological, physiologicar, economic and

social- aspects. Therefore, the ultimate objective of social
work education in Botswana should be to enabre the graduates
to bring about and promote sustained improvement in the
well-beíng of the individuals, fanilíes and of the community
at large.

social change Ís necessary to alIow for the process of
bestowing of benefits on all peopre. The notion of social
change should not be misconstrued to suggest that social
workers shoul-d cushion the effects of the poorry planned
rapid economic arowth through ameliorative services such as

counselling to ttherptr the victims to adjust to their
problems. social change as used here connotes quantitative
and qualitative structurar transformation of institutions
(economic, poritical and social) that affecÈ individual's
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functioning within the community.

social restructuring is a political endeavour since 1t seeks
to change the structures which úrere created through
poritical processes. Às such, political action must be seen
as an irnporÈant part of social work professional function.
This calls for the sociar work education to enabre graduates
to handre this politicarly charged aspect of their work.

À community which is based on social justice is that whose
sociar institutions are designed to optirnatly benefit
individuars in the community equitabry. Àccording to Bender
(J'978) the word community has quite positive connotations
that are associated with visions of good rife. However, this
vision is being eroded by pranning which lacks sensitivity
to the needs of the community.

rt is recognised that social workers, especialry in Botswana
are public officers and as such they are expected to
imprement the poricies of their politicar masters, and not
engage in political activity against those poricies (Jones,
l-990). Nonetheless, social work education will serve no good
purpose if it instirs in the graduates the feering that they
are helpless to deal with the structurally created probJ_ems

of their clients, such as poverty.
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r have to acknowledge that this puts sociar work educators
and practitioners in a precarÍous situation, given the
economic and poritical thinking of the day. Teachings and
practices that explicitry seek to achieve sociar justice and
social change as understood in this paper wil_r be seen

negatively as anti-government and may resutt in undesired
consequences for the profession and the professionals. This
is a practical dilemma which social work practitioners and
educators will have to contend with in Botswana as they do

ersewhere. Therefore, ways need to be found to nininize
these possible side effects of the community grounded social
justice approach.

Larochell-e and campfens (i,ggz) suggest that social work
methodology courses should enabre the students to gain
substantive analyticar knowledge to respond appropriately to
the socioeconomÍc realities of their future crients. The

noti-on of community grounded social justice should gradually
and incrementally be worked into the curriculum.

At practice lever the task of the workers wirl be to empo$rer

the people to get their share out of the national pie; to
equip the communities with organizing skills, negotiating
skills and analyticar skÍrls so that they can carry on the
sÈruggle to improve their own rives. Empowerment also means

helping peopre to rethink and reconceptualize their rore in
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their self-irnprovement, in prevention and in providing
support for each other. The workers will not necessarily be
engaged in confrontationat activisrn, but wilr be educating
the communities in their day to day work situation.

The embracing of the community grounded social justice
approach is atso possible because passage of tine wil-I play
its rore. Às the ,boipeTego batch of workers and supervisors
fades avray through retirement and prornotionar transfers,
more university graduates wilr take up positions of
responsibility in the s&CD and a change in attitude wÍIl be
witnessed, which wirl be conducive to social justice.
Numerous other Þrays can be identified in response to
experiences from practice; but the key is gradualism and
incrementatisn.

13. The training must aim to produce generalist
practitioners. This means that it has to inculcate in he
students a dynamic hray of thinking so that they can make

appropriate professional judgernents for social work in
Botswana. This wilr enhance the graduates, versatility to
fit in a range of practice situations, and to perform a

variety of tasks; for example empohrerment, education,
facilitatÍon, brokering, advocacy, counserling, research and
policy development, to mention but a few (Hutton , tggl).
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1'4- rn the effort to rework the curricurum, the department
of sociar work needs to recognize the importance of
maintaining adequate balance between methods training and
practice experience on the one hand and theoretical content
as well as content from other social sciences on the other
hand. ¡fwhere more theory than practice is taught, more

prejudice against social work practice and methods is
communicated - rr ( speiger and wegner, 1-999 , p. L32). However,
the content taught must be reLevant to the rocal socio-
economic and cultural conditions of Batswana.

i-5- rt may be necessary to introduce half courses,
especiarly at degree revel, in order that more content can

be incorporated into the curricurum. This will allow for the
students to dear with more social work issues than they
currentl-y can. coverage of more content in training will
earn the graduates the leverage to comprehend their broad
social environment and to handle the various problems of
theír clients.

L6. A more broadly based research on the question of fit.
between social work education and sociar work practice may

need to be done in order that a multi-facetted approach can

be adopted to address the various gaps which may have not
been uncovered by this research.
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THESTS SUIIÍT{ARY

This report has investigated the existence of a gap between

sociar work education and sociar work practice in Botswana.

The paper starts from the standpoint that the nethods of
social work practice as wert as education in the Third world
countries are failing to address the problems that the
sociar workers in these countries are dealing with. The

literature surveyed shows that the sociar work intervention
rnethods and theories which are used in these countries have

been imported or borrowed from the deveroped countries of
the west, which are mostly the former coronízers. since
social work is a people oriented profession, the
intervention methods which are divorced from the socio-
economic, curtural and politicar condítions of the society
in whÍch it is practiced wirl not serve a very good purpose.

The report has l-ooked at the poritical economy of Botswana

and noted that over the years after índependence Botswana

experienced accelerated economic growth which was maÈched by

no other country in À,frica. on a positive note Botswana

deserves credít for the provision of basic services such as

basic education, primary health services and safe water
supplies, which are accessibre to a majority of Batswana.

The poritical economy has been examined in as far as it
directJ-y affecÈs the clients of sociar work. The literature
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in this connection suggests that the political and economic
philosophical positions of the day are not sensitive to the
plight of the disadvantaged majority of Batswana. There has
been some bias in the distribution of resources in favour of
the rich people against the poor. Growing unemployment and
the absence of any substantive effort to counter its effects
account for the extent and depth of poverty which is
affecting a majority of the popuration. üromen, youth and
ninority groups like Basarwa are most disfavoured.

The analysis of the data in respect of this research
indicates that the rnajor problem identified by social
workers in Botswana is poverty or destítution. The

accompanying problems include inadequate shelter, squalid
shanty neighbourhoods, landressness, marnutrition, poor
schoor attendance, early school dropout and ignorance. The
respondents cited youth derinquency as the second biggest
problem that sociar workers have to assist the communi_ties
to deal with- This problern has been rinked to the major
problem of poverty.

The interventions that the s&cD has in place have been found
not to be appropriate for the purpose of the identified
problems which are too overwherming to be addressed through
the casework rnethod. Generarly, the social work education in
the country is also not favoured as appropriate to enable
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the graduates to proficientry address the identified
problems. Like practice, trainÍng has been organized around
the individual casework method. gthirst the education and
practice may be supportive of each other at some point
because of their conmon orientation, they are failing to
address the probl-ems of the down trodden crients of social
work whose conditions are seen to originate largery from
structurar inadequacies rather than their own maradjustment.

There is a need for both social work practice and trai-ning
to shift their focus ahray from casework. social work
educators are already addressing these inadequacies by
searching for an appropriate focus or frame of reference.
The government needs to address the policy inadequacies
rather than attempt to deal with the deep seated probrerns of
massÍve poverty and youth problems through the provision of
handouts and counselling.
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Àppendix A: Interview Guide

(a)

A. Backgrround Information.
1-. For how long have you worked for the S& C.D.?
2. At what capacity are you currently working?
3- For how long have you worked in you geographic area? 4.What social leve1 of wórk training aó Vou halefCSW DSW BSW

rn your organi-zation?

fP) c.l.you give an estimate of the time you spend in each ofthe activies you mentioned above?

9.
?: l-:] _"!f vou tist tne vaffis rhar you carry our

6 - what would 
. you _s.ay are the most prevalent probremsexperienced by the crieits that you are èerving? ¡¡áme z inorder of importance.

(r)
(II)

7 - (a) rn relation to the first problern you mentioned, whati-ntervention strategies or servicis does your agency have in

(b) are the interventions/services approprÍate?À, Not sure, Donrt know, DA.

place?

place?

(c) are the interventions/services adequate?À, Not sure, Donrt know, DA

Please explain.

Please explain.

?. (a) rn reration to the second problem you mentioned, whatintervention strategies or servicãs does your agency have in

(b) are the interventions/services appropriate?A, Not sure, Donrt know, DÀ
Please explain.

(C) are the interventions/services adequate?A, Not sure, Donrt know, DÀ.
P1ease explain.

9- rn relation to the first probrem you mentioned above, is



the social work training that you(a) appropriate? have:

A" Not sure, Donrt know, DA.
P1ease explain

(b) adequate?
A, Not sure, Dontt know, DÀ.
Please explain

1-0. In relation to the second
the social work training that(a) appropriate?

problern you mentioned above, is
you have:

DA.A, Not sure, Donrt know,
Please explain

(b) adequate?
A, Not sure, Dont.t know, DA.
Please explain

i-1- what are the organizationat constraints faced by workers inresponding to the first probrem you mention a¡ové?

]-2. what are the organizational constraints faced by workersin responding to the second problem you mentioned aËove?

c:
l-3. can you summarize the chãnges that you would like to seel-n your agency to irnprove interventions/Jervices for the firstproblem you identified?
L4- can you summarize the changes that you wourd rike to seern your agency to improve interventions/services for thesecond problern you ident,ified?
1-5. Can you summarize the changesin social work education to enablefirst problern you identified?
l-6. . C-an you summarize the changes you wouÌdsocial work education to enable- gráduat,es to
second problern you identified?
D. Your Concluding Remarks
17. Is there any other thoughts

to share based on what has

that you would like to see
graduates to respond to the

like to see in
respond to the

or ideas that you would 1ike
been discussed above?



(b)

À. Backgrround Information.
1. Program and year of study: BS[r7 ffl DSW II
2- Before you started in the program in which you arecurrently registered did you have work experience in ã socialwork agency? yes/No

ïf No, go to 4.(a) for how long had you worked?

(b) what psoition did you hotd?

(c) where were you based?

3. what social work training do you have other than yourcurrent training? DSW CSW None

B. Prior to Current progrran of Study.

4- During your practice period what woutd you say vrere thernost prevalent problern experienced by the órients that youserved? Name Z in order of importance.

9. (a) rn reration to the first probrem you mentioned, whatintervention strategies or serviðes did your agency have in

(r)
(TT)

place?

(b) were the interventions appropriate?
SÀ, À, Dontt know, DA, SDA.
P1ease explain.

(c) were the interventions adequate?
SA, A, Donrt know, DÀ, SDÄ.
Please explain.

Please explain.
(C) were the interventions/services adequate?

SA, A, Donrt know, DA, SDA.
Please explain.

7. what are the organizationar constraints facea ry wort<ers inresponding to the first problem you mention anove-?

6- (a) rn reration to the second problem you mentioned, whatintervention strategies or servicès dÍd your agency have inplace?

(b) were the interventions/services appropriate?
SÀ, À, Donrt know, DÀ, SDÀ.



8. what are the organizationar constraints faced by workers inresponding Èo the second probrem you mentionea aËoveã'

9. What difference is the betweenstudy and the social work Training

i-o- rn relation to the fÍrst problem you identified, yourcurrent training. is preparing yóu to reipond more ably.SA, A, Donrt know, DÀ, SDA.
Please explain.

Please explain.

woul-d like to see
the second probÌem

your current program
you have had before?

of

Ll-- rn reration to the second problem you mentioned, yourcurrent training. is preparing you to respond more abry.SÀ, À, Donrt. know, DÀ, SDÀ.

P:L2- can you summaríze the changes that you wouJ_d like to seein the agçlçy !o improve interventions ior the rirst probremyou identified?
l-3. Can you summarize the changes that youin the agency to irnprove inÈervêntions fãryou identified?
14. Is
regard?

there anything el-se you wourd like to state in that

1-5. Can you summarize the changesin social work education to enabl_efirst problern you identified?
that you would like
graduates to respond

to see
to the

16. . C_an you surnmarize the changes you wouldsocial work education to enablj graãuates tosecond problem you identífÍed?
like to see in
respond to the

1,7 . fs
regard?

there anything else you wourd like to state in that

E. Your Concluding Remarks
l-8. rs Èhere any other thoughts or Ídeas that you wourd liketo share based on what we has been discussäd above?



1" Background Information.
l-. For how long have you worked for the S&C.D.?

2. Àt what position are you currently working?
3' For how long have you worked at your current position.
4' For how long have you worked in your current geographicarea?

P' !o,,"i.l work= pr."ti"" *d Gr.dr.t"= ir yor, &"..5 ' What wourd 
. -you _ say are tne rnost prevalent problemsexperienced by the clieñts that yo.ri ãÇ""y is serving? Name2 in order of-importancã.-(r)

(TI)

6. (a) In relation to theintervention strategies or
first problem
services does

you mentioned, what
your agency have inplace?

(b) are the interventions/services
Sè, À, Dontt know, DA, SDÀ.
P1ease explain

(c) are the interventions/services adequate?54, A, Don't know, DA, SDA

appropriate?

Pl-ease exptain.
7. (a) In relation to the second problem

services does
you mentioned, what
your agency have inintervention strategies orplace?

(b) are the interventions appropriate?
SA, À, Donrt know, DÀ, SDÀ.

(C) are the interventions adequate?
SA, A, Donrt know, DA, SDA.

Please explain.

Please explain.
8' rn relation to the first.probrem you mentioned above, doyou f ind the sociar work traiïing that yo,r, workers have:(a) appropriate?

SA, A, Dontt know, DA, SDA.
Please explain

(b) adequate?
S4, À, Donrt know, DÀ, SDÀ.
P1ease explain

In relation to !t"f ind the social work traiiring-irt"å-v"ür worrers have:
9.
you



(a) appropriate?

Please explain.

SA, A, Dontt know, DA, SDA.
Please explain

(b) adequate?
SÄ, À, Donrt know, DA, SDÀ.

10- what are the constraints faced by workers in responding tothe first problem you mentioned aboïe?

1-l-. what are the organizationar constraints faced by workersin responding to the second problem you mentioned above?

problem you identified?
1-3. can you summarize the changes that you would like tor'n your agency to improve interventions/services forsecond problem you identified?
14- rs there anything erse you would like to sÈate in thatregard?

c:
12- can you summarize the chànges that you would rike to see
J-n your agency to improve interventíons/services for the first

see
the

l-5. Can you summarize the changes
in social work education to enablefirst problem you identífied?
L6. Can you summarize the changes
in social work education to enable
second problen you identífied?
1-7. Is there anything else you

that you would like to see
graduates to respond to the

that you would like
graduates to respond

would like to state in that

to see
to the

regard?

D. Your Concluding Remarks
l-8. Is there any other thoughts
like to share based on what has

or ideas that you would
been discussed above?



l-. hlhat is
University

z-Tf. there is none what do you think it shourd be?

do you see as the major problems
that Batswana graduates fromare serving? Name 2 ín order of

4- rn relation Èo the first problem you mentioned, is socialyo:k training that you are oifering -
(a) appropriate?

SA, A, Donrt know, DA, SDA.

(b) adequate?
SA, A, Donrt know, DA, SDA.

5. rn reration to the second probtem you mentioned, is social_yo:k training that you are of-fering(a) appropriate?
SA, A, Donrt know, DÄ, SDA.

SA, A, Donrt know, DA, SDA.
P1ease explain

6. (a) What are the organizationalgraduates in responding to the first
above?

(b) Does sociar work education prepare the graduates to dealwith these constraints?
SÀ, A, Dontt know, DA, SDA.
Please explain.

I (a) What are the organizationalgraduates in responding to the second
above?

(b) Does social work training prepare the graduates to dealwith these constraints?
SÀ, 4,, Dontt know, DA, SDÀ.

Please explain.

Please explain.

Please explain.
(b) adequate?

the main thrust of sociar work education at theof Botswana?

3. What
clients
Botswana

experienced by the
the University of
importance.

(r)
(IT)

constraints faced by
problem you mentioned

constraints faced by
problem you mentioned

Please explain.



YOUR SUGGESTTON FOR CHÀNGE
9. Can you summarize the changes
socÍa1 work education in oráer
respond to the first problem you

l-0. Can you summarize the changesin social work education in order
respond to the second problem you

that you would like to see
to enable the graduate to
identífied?

that you would
to enabl-e the
identified?

like to see
graduates

in
to

l-l- - rs there anything erse you would rike to state in thatregard?

r.2. Can you summarize the changes that you wouldin the organizational context in order tolnterventions/services for the first problem you

l-3. Can you summarize the changes that you wouldin the organizationat contex-t in orä", tointerventions/services for the second problem you

like to see
improve the
identified?

like to see
improve the
identified?

14. fs there
that regard?

anything else that you would 1ike to state in

YOUR CONCLT'DING R.M{ARKS
L5. Is there any other thoughts
to share based on what has been

or ideas that you would like
discussed above?



APPENDIX B

BSr¡/ PROGRAMME
fron 1992-93

Yo¡r 1

SS/ 102: General psychology
SIJ 103: fntroduction to Social blelf are
Law 105: Law for Social f,r/orkers
Soc 10L: fntroduction to Socioloqv
Eng Erzr: communication skirrs a"ã rntroduction

to Literature
Va: r ')

C f¡7 205: Social ldork practice 1:
DevelopmenE

Connunity

3 hours
3 hours
4 hours
3 hours

6 hours

and Social
3 hours

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours

3 hours

3 hours

3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours

3 hours
3 hours
6 hours
3 hours

3 h.ours

Ycar ?

StÀi

bw

5W
sr¡/
Ec
pÀ
Soc

Q 1¡7

bw
Soc
Dem

4
Si,i 401

St¡t 403
srd 406
std 407
One of

206 : faterpersonal Comnunication Skills207: Psychology f or Social t¡/ork
L01: Economics
101: Inrroduction to public Administration
205: Modern SociaI problems

306: Block Field placement L307: Social idork practice 2: fndíviduals,Families and Small Groups
308: Research for Social i'iork 1309: Social Policy
302: Sociology of Development
303: Demography of Botswana

Year
Social Work Orgaaization, Management,

and Supervision
Planning for the SociaI Services
Block Field Placemenr 2
Research for Social r¡tork 2: projects

Soc 402: Rural Sociology
Soc 405: Industrial Sociology

:1. Den 408: Fanily Demography
Dem 403: Population Growth and Development



Diplona program

Yo:r 1¿gql :L -

DS9/ 111

DSW 11.2
DSU/ 113
DSrd 114
DSIJ 11 9
E'na 1 11dg:, LLL

Principles and- Techniques of Social t{orkfnterventioa L -

Psyclology: Ilu¡nan Growth and Behaviour
_Th" social servi""= ãi--eoiã*.o.I{ome Economics
fnterpersonal !9ry4unicarion SkÍIlsCom¡runi carion ski ri;- ãia-iir roduc r ionto Literature

Principles and-Techniques of Social Workfntervention 2Block Field placement ofSupervision in rhe so"iãfA-d¡rinis rrarion ana poiicv-
I'fodern Social problemã '

? lrat'*-v .¿vqt Ð
? 1r^"*^e À¡vq]- Þ

3 hours
4 hours
2 hours

6 hours

3 hours
6 hours
3 hours
3 hours
3 hours

Year 2:
DStü 211

DSW 2L7
DSUi 218
DSIA/ 219
Soc 205

L2 weeks
Servi ces
in the Social Services
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